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APASA

celebrates this

years moon festival
complete with moon
cakes

e See pg. 4

Science:

If you see Foster the
dog, chances are his
pal, Sydney the duck,
isnt far behind
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See pg.25
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Student walkout to protest budget cuts
Large classes due to budget cuts
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4 issue.
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-The photo caption on page 11 of the Oct. 4 issue ©
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October 14: 11:30 -1:30
@ The J

MITES,

October 23—November 3

October17: 11:30 -1:30
@ the Quad

Look here next week for more

info on
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e Find Jobs and internships on the
HSU Career Center web site!
e Click on Springboard to start your
search
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KHSU

seeks funds

Radio station holds pledge drive to make up for budget cuts

Ben Tankersley works the soundboard as he hosts his Friday morning classical radio show, “A Musical Offering.”
Terria Smith
tos2@humboldt.edu

KHSU, the’ oldest non-commercial FM station in the
California State University system, is facing serious financial difficulties, making the station's fall pledge drive this
fall even more imperative.
Due to loss in the CSU and state budgets, the station has
taken an 18 percent cut said KHSU Development Director
Charles Horn.
Horn also said the station recently found
out they will have to take another $10,000 cut.
“What's troubling is the trend. It’s serious for the station.” Horn said.
In the past, Humboldt State has been instrumental in
helping the station. Horn said several years ago there was
a huge storm that damaged one of the station's main transmitters. At that time, the university replaced it.
“They've been there when we've needed them,” Horn
said.
Horn said this is the first year the station will be in deficit spending. This means the station will be spending thousands more than what they have in their budget.
Now with the monetary effects of damaging budget cuts,
KHSU is asking for listener support during their semi-annual pledge drive. ‘The drive will be held Oct. 14-21.
“KHSU’s largest source of income is community con-

tribution,” Horn said. “That means membership, business
sponsorships which are professionals and organizations
who get acknowledged on the air.”

“KHSU’s largest source of income is community contribution.”
Charles Horn
KHSU developmental director

This type of support is not simply one-sided. KHSU
disc jockey, HSU alumnus and station employee of 25
years, known as “Sista Soul,” said that what really makes
the station connect with the community is the presence of
local talent in station programming.

“Me, I’m all about local,’
est service the station gives is
the programs.”
In turn, locals have been
station. Horn said between

“Sista Soul” said. “The great
that we have local folk doing
instrumental in helping the
contributions made by mail,

web and online, the station raised more that $75,000 during the last pledge drive.
“It's a great thing,” Horn said. “People have been very
responsive.”
“We've always enjoyed incredible support from the
community,” Horn said.
In the face of financial turmoil KHSU remains positive, seeing this as a chance for growth and outreach. “Sista Soul” sees it as an opportunity for the station to get back
into organizing events such as the classical, jazz and punk
music concerts the station used to put on to raise money.

In addition to the direct support of the community,
KHSU also receives approved funding every year through
Congress.
However, even this income is dependent on
community support.
“The money we get from the federal government is in
part dependent on how much money we raise in the com
munity,” Horn said.
Horn

said you can get information on who your Con-

gressional representatives are from the KHSU website to
encourage them to give more funding to pubic broadcast
ing.
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HSU Asian Pacific American
Student Alliance hosts
Moon Festival

Mooncake is a curious con- _ is why the moon is so full on the

Round,

but

typical-

night of the festival. “They were
being funny. It was traditional
but, light,” Lee St. John said, a

ly sliced and eaten in wedges,
it looks like a pastry and tastes
like a pastry—until you reach
the middle.
On the 15th day of the eighth
lunar month, the Chinese bite
into mooncakes to find the yolk
of a salted duck egg. And they
do this as a part of Moon Festival, an important holiday on
the lunar calen-

“Moon
sents unity.”

ning for over

3,000

years,

Families traditionally
gather outside

Mary Chen
English major at HSU

to admire the
mid-autumn
harvest moon
and eat treats.
“Moon
Festival

represents

on Chinese mythology.
Once a year Hou Yi, the man,
visits his wife, Change, and this

was nice, but it
could have been

amped up more
with
videos,”
said Held of the

galPy LAURE up TNC,
TAs @
>

“Dispite the fact that I might not benifit from the budget
cuts, there are alot of schools in SoCal that are underfunded
too. I'd rahter the budget cuts didn’t happen.”

Eve Silver
international studies senior

Similarly, one of the
Festival
coordinators,
Chen, said the event was
but that the group will try

Moon
Ellen
good
to do

something different next year, to
attract a larg-

traditional

unity,’ said Mary Chen, senior
and English major at HSU.
As far as she knew, none of
the Asian Pacific members had
families nearby and this event
gave them a chance to remember what the day is about.
Chen sang aloud and signed
a song, “Long Time No See,
in Taiwanese Sign Language as
part of the event.
Construction paper hats and
an audience-participated skit
resulted in giggles around the
room. ‘The story about how a
husband and wife got separated, the man on the sun and the
woman on the moon, is based

am

it

evening.

they were being funny.
It
was
light.”

wildlife biology/ fisheries sophomore

the audience.

“I thought

this year’s event,
complete
with
skits and mooncake, Friday night in the Kate
Buchanan Room.
If you happened to notice
a fuller, brighter moon Friday
night, you weren't the only one.
The Chinese have been celebrating this eve-

Lauren Maestas

St. John’s son, Clifford Held,

is a member of the Global Connections Club who co-sponsored the Moon Festival. ‘The
club performed another traditional skit—complete with glitter-adorned pafestival repre- P* plates- to
the delight of

dar.
The Asian
Pacific
American Student Alliance and the
Global Connections Club held

“I think it’s totally messed up because it’s going to hurt everyone in the long run”

member of the community who
attended the event.
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“How do you feel about the recent
budget cuts to academics?”

bda7@humboldt.edu
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but,

er crowd.

To find

out
more
about
Asian
cultures, con-

tact Asian PaLee St. John
<ific
Americommunity member
can
Student
Alliance
at
apasa@humboldt.edu.
To

“No good!”

Clifford Bruhn
over 60 program

find out more about the Global Connections Club, contact
global@humboldt.edu.
One thing that won't change
is the mooncake. “Ellen helped
get a food grant. Mooncake is
the biggest expense,” said Jodie

Olympia, HSU senior and international studies major.
The mooncake was ordered
from a special bakery in San

Francisco,

and

is an

integral

part of the Moon Festival tradition. The surprise yolk in the
middle represents the bright,
round moon that is celebrated
on this night.

“I know that budgets are a technical thing but it seems
like the priority is on making money rather than people.”

Melissa Johnson
religious studies junior

'

An officer patrolling the forested area at the end of Granite Av-

12:22 a.m.

Two subjects contacted at the
pedestrian underpass. Sent on
their way.

5:15 p.m.

Officer stopped a staggering
35 -year-old male near Founder's
Hall and arrested him for being
publicly intoxicated.
8:05 p.m.
A patrol check was requested
on the second flood of the Student
Business Services building for the
sound of someone hammering.
Officers contacted an employee
hanging a bulleting board.
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12:25 a.m.

Assistance provided to Arcata
PD for party at 15th and G Streets.
Involved parties separated.
1:36 a.m.
Smell.
of

third

marijuana

floor.

Three

Sunset

subjects

tacted and warned
tainer.

con-

for open con-

8:50 p.m.

2:25 a.m.

Report of an extremely intoxi

Three subjects contacted be
tween Wildlife and Forbes. One
cited

for

possession

of

ot

subject

cated juvenile male walking from

a

marijuana.

4:47 a.m.
na

smell

Report of marijua-

coming

from

a

floor of Redwood

the

third

Hall. Officer re-

sponded and subjects
come to the door.

refused

to

lt

contacted

during

a

traffic stop at Laurel Drive and
B Streets in Arcata. Driver cited
for possession

9:10 p.m.

Officers

stopped

two juveniles

and

warned

for trying to sneak

into
the
homecoming
through a restricted area.

6:35 a.m.
Subject

the homecoming game onto cam
pus. Officers searched but were
unable to locate suspect,

of marijuana

while

driving.

game

9:14 p.m.

Officer stopped three males
between the Wildlife and Forbes
buildings. One was cited for being
a minor in possession of alcohol.

9:34 a.m.

9:41 p.m.

Gist staff lot, vehicle with doors

Officers

located

and

detained

open and no one around. No sign
of criminal activity, vehicle se

the previously mentioned drunk
en juvenile. Cited for public in

cured

toxication and
sion of alcohol.
his parents.

and

12:40

note

left for

owner.

p.m

Report of a transient sleeping
in the Hill-quad gazebo. Subject
contacted and warned regarding
camping on campus
ed from

Thursday, Oct. 5
12:32

cited

for

alcohol on Granite

possession

of

Avenue.

9:40 p.m.
Report
male

of

a

possible

subject, who

may

injured

Subject fled when

Hall,

housing

staff

advises two subjects in lounge
smelling strongly of marijuana
and appearing intoxicated. Offcers

contacted

two

subjects

and

destroyed their contraband.

be suicid

al, outside the third floor window
of Willow.

a.m.

Redwood

9:55 pin,

offi

cers arrived but was later arrested

for public intoxication.
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ALWAYS!
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7:33 a.m.
Report of exercise equipement

taking up a parking space in the
library parking lot.

Organic
Coffee & Espresso

To Go 826-7543

768 (Sth Street, Areata
Just? Across the Footbridge!
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smell.

Area

checked, no subjects located.
12:18 p.m.
Reports

of

the pedestrian

several

subjects

underpass

12:51 p.m.

of

at

Report of an overdue projector
not returned to Media Services
by 9 a.m. Student contacted and
item was returned.
2:34 p.m.

smok

A VCR was found and turned

ing marijuana. Officers contacted
suspects but found

no evidence of

any smoking.
4:32 p.m.

into

UPD.
5:51 p.m.
A male called

from

the library

Passenger vehicle rolled back
into a transit bus in the library cir

to report his vehicle stolen. It was
later discovered that APD had

cle. No injuries.

towed

it away.
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A booted vehicle’s fines were
paid and its owner got to take it
home.

1:12 a.m.
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9:49 a.m.
Friday, Oct. 6
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and restrict

further access.

Minor

minor in posses
He was released to
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enue contacted and a cited a subject for possession of marijuana.
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HAPPY HOUR!

5:10 p.m.
Arcata PD assisted in a traffic
stop at 9th and H Streets.

Cafe
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helt

paybreak
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Saturday, Oct.7
12:12 a.m.
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United for education
Students, lecturers organize, take
action over budget cuts
OPEN

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
8:00AM TO 5:30 PM
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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Breakfast

is Served

students to come out to the senate
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and Dinner
scones ¢ muffins
bagels ¢ yogurt cups

soups ¢ salads
wraps @ more ¢ and of
course, great organic
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cerned about losing due to budget cuts.

the budget crisis.
The goal of the student re
sponse group is to find solutions
that work not only for students,
but the campus community. Lecturers also held a meeting on
Monday to discuss and respond
to budget cuts and lay-offs.
After almost two hours into
the Senate meeting, a majority of

He is also concerned that interesting
and
unconventional
courses, such as community agri

is

an

area

where students can take self-re
sponsibility,’ Perry said. The goal
of the contract is to have students
who can make that promise do
sO.
Documented proof that can
be presented to administrators
will

After President Rollin Rich
mond ignored many commit
tee recommendations and reso
lutions passed by the Associated
Students, Tara Holloway, Natural
tative to the Associated Students,

sci

contract]

students in cooperating, he said.
“Anyone who can sign a pledge
can help us politically.”
When lecturers met on Mon
day, they planned actions includ
ing Academic Senate attendance.
Chris Haynes, local California
Faculty Association lecturer rep
resentative, first found out about
the proposed budget cuts during
that meeting. “We were shocked

to voice their concerns.
computer

“(The

cutting.

Resources and Sciences Represen

T. Carter,

time students, then the university
has to give the money back to the
state, deepening the budget crisis.

culture, would be considered for

the students remained, and began

said “What do we do if they're not

show

the

seriousness

of

the

ence student, said the budget cri
sis is being dealt with inappropri-

listening?”

ately.

response”

“(The students] are willing to
work with [the administration],

to about how they felt about the
budget crisis.
Science laboratory classes may

said.

also feel the effects of budget cuts.

they were told not to come back
in the spring, and some not to re

but not willing to sit back and allow what is happening to contin
ue,” he said.
Constance Mitchell, a nursing

student, said students at Humboldt State make the choice to be
here and can make the choice to
leave.
Jennifer Martinez, a pre-nurse
student, said the department is
losing a faculty member who gave
her a greater passion for what
she’s studying.
Student organizers who originally met on Monday helped to
bring out the large crowds to the
senate meeting. Students from
different academic areas brought
tales to the table of how the cuts
affect them.
Nikki Kovalcheck, a junior
geology, student, said that a field
study required for geology might
be cut. If this happened, geology
students would need to go to an
other university to conduct the
study.

check out our ever

science junior, is con-

ing a student response meeting to

John

Lube, Oil, & Filter
::smog Inspection
‘
|
|

Small class sizes, personal relationships with students and
unique and progressive lectures
are a few aspects of Humboldt
State that Brendan Blake, an envi-

meeting began

e

822-1975
1903 HEINDON RD.
$3.00

At least 200 students, and several faculty attended yesterday’s
Academic Senate meeting voicing their discontent over planned
budget cuts. Plans for organizing

“The field study has been going on for 30 years,’ Kovalcheck
said. A lecturer in her department
is one of many told not to come
back in the spring.
‘This is her first semester here,

She said there was a “horrific
by

students

she

talked

Classes with two sections may be
reduced to one, or eliminated.
Several actions were decided
upon at the meeting. The group
plans to hold educational sessions

on the quad beginning on Thurs
day, including hosting a table with
facts about the budget cuts.
Another idea for student ac
tion is drafting a contract for stu
dents to pledge to take at least 15
units.

“There’s not enough full-time
students,” K. Scott Perry, a senior
sociology student said. “The col
lege receives more money if there
is more full-time students.”
In terms of the budget, a stu
dent must take 15 units to be con
sidered full-time.
Dividing the total units taken
by all students by 15 calculates
the number of full-time equiva
lent students, used to determine
funding.
According to a budget presen
tation made by Richmond to the
Academic

Senate on Sept.

12, the

number of students estimated to
be full-time is about 300 lower
this semester than expected.
Since the university receives
money based on the estimated

ly hope teachers get
said.

number of full-time equivalent
students, if there are fewer full

and

stunned

at the

meeting,”

he

Haynes said that at least 15
lecturers have come to him saying

turn at all.
“{Lecturers]

are

concerned

that a life's work is being de
stroyed through these cuts, and
that

students

will

be

affected,

Haynes said.
Not only are lecturers being
laid-off, class sections are being
combined to form classes with
up to 300 students. The Kate Bu
chanan Room and the Green and
Gold Room are two places where
large classes will be held.
However, there are issues of
who will set up chairs in the Kate
Buchanan Room, and of planned
money

to

and Gold

develop

Room

the

Green

as a classroom,

Haynes said. “Why isn’t money
being used for existing classes?”

he asked.
Issues with budget cuts have
been an on-going problem, but
recently he said, “This is the cli
max of a long-term death spiral.”
With all the challenges pre
sented with these cuts, students
remain optimistic that changes
can be made that benefit the cam
pus community.
“We
need
to increase
the
(number of] full-time equivalent

students, need to increase student

see BUDGET next page
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BUDGET: It’s only the beginning
continued from previous page

retention and probably increase

“We have institutional knowl-

enrollment,’ Blake said. He added

edge, but we need manpower,’ she

that it shouldn't be at the cost of _ said.
She encourages students to
losing the unique education that
draws students here in the first
come into the Associated Stuplace.
dents office and talk with their
“The goal is to tackle issues not
representatives to figure out sopeople? Blake said. “We wanttobring
lutions. “Get involved and edupeople together and communicate.’
cated.”
Haynes wants to know who
Terra Rentz, student and presis involved in making decisions
ident of Fighting for Affordable,
about the budget and hold them
Accessible, and Reliable Educaaccountable. “It’s time for the Action, said toward the end of the
ademic Senate to stand up,’ he _ senate meeting that she hopes the
said.
senate will take action and comStudents who want to get inmunicate the students’ concerns
volved can go to http://hsustuto Richmond.
dentact.livejournal.com to get
“It does not stop here, and we
more
information,
Holloway — will not take this sitting down.

=faa
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Administration and faculty disagree over
academic plan
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Jessica Wang
jjwang1208@gmail.com

Larson, chair of the journalism
department and also an academ-

Due to reduction of funds,
the academic affairs office will
decrease class sections and in-

| crease class sizes. As many

ic senator.

The

as

professors

and

_facul-

five courses will have 300 students each.
Humboldt
State
President
Rollin Richmond said at the Ac-

ty members are concerned because they think that many students will just take fewer classes
and become part-time students.

ademic Senate meeting on Sept.
| 26, “It’s time to change the cul-

The state of California only gives
funding for every full-time stu-

| ture,” referring to the adminis-

dent so when

tration

and

ifaculty

dis-

| agreement
on the new
academic plan. The
plan
came
a couple of

weeks

“[t’s

time

to

change

the

Humboldt
State

culture.”

not

does
receive

funding

for

Rollin Richmond = ‘hat student.
HSU president

They

also

cerned

after

are

con-

that

get plan and right before class
scheduling.

boldt for their first year will not
want to remain here due to the

teachers

and

ments had to make

depart-

last min-

ute changes to their classroom

scheduling due to the new plan.
The idea is that by offering fewer
classes and enlarging classroom
the

full-time-equivalent

students, which is what the state
uses as a standard for allocating
funds, will increase.
Many

*% Daily FOOD SPECIALS until (OPM x.

half-time,

students who are here at Hum-

sizes,

Mon-Thurs »>4:00pm-Midnight Fri-Sat »Noon-2:00am © Sun » 7:00pm-2:00am

students become

Richmond announced the bud-

Many

DEEPEST PilcHERS iN To

faculty

members

are

skeptical that this plan will work
since the majority of Humboldt
| State students are here because
| of the small class size.
“Will this plan really help increase our FTES?” asked Mark

big classes.
“We're becoming just another Southern California school

with big class sizes. One of the
reasons why I came up here was

856

This is not the ideal way to
go, although finding an alternative solution can be a task in it-

self. Academic affairs is already
$425, 000
“With
cult to do
Ketelson

in debt.
limited funds it’s diffianything,” says Jeremy
of media production.

St.,

Arcata
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New calendar features farmers grows
locally, reconnecting people with t eir food

Debbie

Kramer

d-cubed1@cox.net

Family farms are a vital part of the economic strength
and cultural identity of Humboldt County.

POPS

In 2004 a group of farmers and food enthusiasts formed
a group called Friends of the Humboldt County Farmers’
Markets to reconnect the community with their food and
bolster support for local farmers.
This year, Friends produced a 2007 calendar that features many local farms and restaurants in our area that
serve the freshest food possible.
The calendar tours 13 local farms and tells the story of
our food—where it grows and who grows it.
In May, Humboldt County became the organization's
newest chapter.
“We realized it would be much easier to form a local chapter of Community Alliance with Family Farmers
than to try to create our own non-profit—why re-invent
the wheel?” said Michelle Wyler, director of the Humboldt County chapter.
Under the umbrella of the Humboldt County chapter
are three separate programs, which include Friends of the
Humboldt County Farmers’ Market, Agricultural Market
Development and the Farm to School program.
Friends of the Humboldt County Farmers’ Market is in
charge of community food systems education.
Some of their activities include: Annual Fall Farm Tour
Celebration, Food Film & Discussion Series and Farmers’
Market taste testing and food demonstrations.
The Agricultural Market Development establishes new
markets for local farmers in and out of the county.
‘They explore Community Alliance's regional mar
ket distribution system to transport local produce out of
Humboldt County.
The Farm to School program is in charge of nutrition
al education for low-income children and direct marketing for farmers. They help expand “Harvest of the Month”
and strengthen community networks.
“CAFF is so important. It amplifies what we're trying to
do, which is to keep agriculture alive in Humboldt Coun
ty.” said Jacques Neukom of Neukom Family Farms.
He is also one of the founding farm members of the
alliance. “Up until this point, this endeavor has been a
bunch of separate individuals. You can achieve so much
more as a unified organization,” he said.
Creating this 2007 calendar was no small feat. Several
people donated their talent and time to see it through to
fruition.
At one point they came close to aborting the mission
because of several challenges.
Chris Wisner, photographer for the calendar, said that
one “of the challenges of producing this calendar are the

fact that it’s a benefit for a non-profit organization to help

with nutrition education,
He continued, “So you're not starting out with any
money. But one of the biggest challenges was the fact
that I didn't even get involved with this project until last
June.”
“So from start to finish, [it took] three months, to pro-

1%

te;

a

Left to right: Elizabeth Herrera, Esther Herrera, and Fern Tahja talk with
Jacques Nuekom

of Nuekom

duce a calendar [that usually} takes about a year,’ Wis
ner said.

“Td say I spent about 300 hours total, between stomp
ing around in the fields and time on the computer,” he
added.
Some of the key people who worked on the calendar
are Wyler, who put in 100 hours in addition to her nor
mal 40-hour a week job as coordinator for the Farm to
School

Project.

Her right-hand woman

is Jyl Barnett, who helped with

every aspect of the calendar. Wisner, the photographer,
and Bug Press, who spent a lot of time helping with the

layout and agreed to take partial payment in produce.
‘

ebbie Kramer

Family Farms.

“Working on this calendar
brought the saying, ‘will work for food’ to new heights,”
Wisner said.
“T got to eat that cabbage that is featured on the front of
the calendar. After the shoot, the farmer just whipped out

his knife and cut me off a hunk, and gave me the rest of it.
[ had it for dinner that night.”
Wisner said this project gave him a greater respect for
how hard farmers work.
“One morning very early, I had an almost spiritual ex
perience at the Neukom Family Farms,” he said.
“They were out there harvesting their peaches and |

see CALENDAR, pg. 10
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“The New World Is The Humboldt Nation ”

eerning star
Fase

GEMS

AAS

said

that

one

PAQEL

the reasons he and his wife
involved in the alliance was
the functional local and organized support of agriculture.
nization called Marin Agri- cultural Land Trust has purchased acres upon acres of
land that would have otherwise been purchased by developers.
“That's one of the reasons
why Marin has experienced a
renaissance in agriculture and
many of their hills remain so
green,’ he said.
Jacques said that farming
is a beautiful way to affect
change in our culture by providing a vital, healthy and enjoyable experience like food.
“This Saturday Farmers’
Market is the hub of change in
our community. Everybody’s
here, talking and having a
good time. Mike Thompson,
our Congressman ‘came by
my booth earlier today.”
“A lot of thought went into
deciding which

ture

farms to fea-

in the calendar”

New Crystals and
Cemstones

ae

a
a

a

Tibetan Quartz
* Flourite, Citrine
oe
Amethyst,
Baltic Amber
and more...

94-50%off
Select Items!
with Student ID

Growers Association, at the Arcata Farmers’ Market.

and landscape nursery with a
wanted

to make

sure there

of Humboldt

County

Farms.”
One of the farms featured in this year’s calendar
was North Bay Shellfish. Scott Sterner and Catherine Peterson have been farming oysters in Humboldt Bay for well over 20 years.
Marguerite and Pat Pierce run the Pierce Family Farm along the Klamath River in Orleans.
The Potowot Farm Community Food Garden
was started by the United Indian Health Services
in 2000 and they provide chemical-free produce to
its American Indian clients in Humboldt and Del
Norte Counties.

Wolfsen Farms is a you-pick blueberry farm in
Dows Prairie. Herb and Elaine Wolfsen planted
their first blueberry bush in 1983.
Jacques Nuekom and Amy Wright run Neukom
Family Farm, located in Willow Creek since 1995.
Redwood Roots Farm is one of the area’s community supported agricultural farms, located in
the Jacoby Creek Valley.
;
Community shareholders visit weekly to
collect a variety of vegetables, herbs, berries
and flowers.
Saechao Strawberries is a family-run farm
and fruit stand located on the outskirts of For
tiin

10% off

Debbie Kramer

Ellen Montalbin talks to T Griffin, director of the North Coast

Wyler

was a nice representation

\S

‘
Y

In Marin County, an orga-

said.
“The committee

PRESHIVE

of

were so interested in getting

106ANYOff

Contaminants

could actually see a glowing orange surrounding the
peaches.
They
carefully
picked each peach by hand
and wrapped them individually.”
Jacques
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Dows Prairie.

Reed’s Bees was originally started in 1918
by the current owner’s father, Lloyd Reed, and
the tradition of beekeeping is carried on by his
son.
Sarah Brunner and Shail Pec-Crousehe run
Wild Chicks Farm. Their commitment

tainable agriculture and humane

Yan Saechao

immigrants

from

Laos

of life. Flora Organica

and

his family are Mien

where

farming

is a way

is a organic flower farm

to sus-

animal

hus-

bandry helps to produce poultry products of
exquisite quality.
Sharon and David Winnett produce wine

from organically grown vines at Winnett Vineyards.

They’re

located

on

a sunny

mountain-

side, two miles north of Willow Creek and they
say it only takes a phone call to come taste the
wine.

Finally, there is the Regli Dairy focated in
Ferndale.

Because

products,

Susan

of the demand

and

Jim

Regli

are

for organic
among

the

growing number of farmers who are dedicated
to producing quality organic dairy products.

Purchasing

this calendar will help support

future educational efforts about agriculture in
our community.
“The 2007 Farm to Table Calendar” costs
$14 and is available at the manager’s table at
the Arcata Farmers’ Market, held every Satur
day,

i

artistic flare in

in front

of the

jacoby

Storehouse.

You can also call Michelle Wyler at 444-3753.
The calendars will most likely be distributed by
some local businesses in the near future.
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An increase to business license fees will provide
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Blue Lake Belting and Leather is just one business out of many that will be affected
by Measure V if it is passed.

Robert

Deane

rwd6@humboldt. edu

Since 1989 the city of Blue Lake
has maintained its current business license fee structure. But two
years ago there was an attempt to
change the fee structure and the
measure was not approved.
In November the voters will
decide whether changes will be
made to the business fee struc-

ture. Under Measure V, the city of
Blue Lake would see an increase
in the annual charge for a business license.
The additional revenue would

be put towards the general fund
which is used to support parks
and recreation, public safety and
road programs in Blue Lake. The

“By state law, [the ordinance] is something that
the council could not directly do on its own.”
Sherman Schapiro
Blue

Lake mayor

change to the current business licensing fee is Ordinance 483.
Blue Lake City Clerk Karen
Nessler, said that Ordinance 483
sets the fee schedule for business
licenses in Blue Lake.
“The present fee structure is
$30 for the business license and
$10 for every employee employed
by the business,” Nessler_ said.
These fees are annual charges
that all business owners must pay.
Nessler explained that Ordinance
483 would raise the license fee to
$50 while keeping the employee
charge at $10.
Nessler said there would also
be changes in the business li
cense fee schedule for landlords
of apartments and mobile home
parks, but she was unable to go
into detail on the changes that
would be made to that fee sched

ule.
Blue Lake Mayor Sherman
Schapiro said, “By state law, it is
something that the council could

“If they want to bring
businesses here I don’t
think they should raise

HSU Alumni!

[the fees] too high.”

a
Owner of Fish Brothers

“Gave $$$

=.=

at CSFECU to a lower rate

not directly do on its own, but

GET EXTRA CASH
USE IT FOR ANYTHING !

only through a direct vote by the

see MEASURE, pg. 13
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JOIN CSFECU

Refinance your high rate auto loan

Scott Bradshaw

people.”
City Manager of Blue Lake
Wiley Buck, said the measure was
something the council wanted to
see go through.
Schapiro said the cause for
change is one for the people.
The reason for the measure
is to open up other financial av
enucs for Blue Lake to acquire
money through the general rev
enue fund. However, some busi
ness owners and land lords said

HSU Students !

Auto Loan Rates are LOW
as low as
&

o

and Save, Call Today! (
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FEDERAT

EMPLOYEES

f

Qh 62

at § VUL
ext 21,11
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321 Wabash Avenue Eureka, CA 95501 WWW.CSFECU20.COM
Proudly serving our local community for over 50 years
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After second reported sexual assault in six
months, police say community vigilance is key
to safety

Jessica Cejnar
redwoodsrock@msn.com

A 19-year-old woman reported that she was sexually assaulted on Friday afternoon in a Redwood
Park restroom.
This is the second reported sexual assault to occur near Humboldt State in six months.
According to a press release by the city of Arcata,
the suspect is a Hispanic male in his late 20s, 5 feet 8
inches tall, with a thin build.
The victim said the suspect was wearing a white
baseball hat with a black bill, a white football jersey
with the number 13 on the back and blue jeans.
The Arcata Police Department released a composite sketch as well as a description of the suspect
in Friday’s case to the press, but could not give specifics.
Although this incident is similar to the one that
occurred in April, in that the act was committed in
daylight, University Police Chief Tom Dewey said
his department is treating both cases as two separate
isolated incidents.
“We're considering every possibility,” he said.
The April incident happened when a Humboldt
State student was forced into her car at 7:30 p.m.
near the library and was sexually assaulted. This case
is still unsolved.
“In the April case we've looked hard for eyewitnesses and we're disappointed that we can't find any,”
Dewey said. “It’s a big frustration.”
‘The car where the April incident took place was
impounded and the evidence recovered is being analyzed at a crime lab in Richmond, Calif., Dewey
said.
“We paid thousands of dollars to analyze the information,” he said, adding that the University Police Department investigated criminal and sexual offenders in the area as well as people who matched
the physical description of the suspect.
“The quality of the evidence and information
{from the crime lab] so far served to eliminate the

Dine (n or Carry Out

people we were looking at, but not identify the offender,’ Dewey said.

Breakfast Menu

“The community shares a responsibility

Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

[our] own instincts.”
Mary Ann Hayesmariana
North Coast Rape Crisis Team

As for the lack of publicity of Friday’s assault
around campus, Dewey said because the incident
occurred on city property, the case belongs to the
Arcata Police Department.
“It does not fall into [UPD’s] area of responsibil-

ity to put flyers up on campus,” he said.
Dewey said his department's jurisdiction includes
a one-mile circumference outside campus boundar
ies, if his department responded to a case it would
ultimately be up to the Arcata Police Department to
finish it.
“UPD has a close working relationship with
APD,’ he said.
Dewey said his department is waiting for the city
to approve a university news release.

“UPD is helping APD investigators with their
case,’ Dewey said. “APD is also helping UPD with
[our] unsolved case from last April.”
Mary Ann

Hayesmariani, a client services coor

dinator for the North Coast Rape Crisis Team, said
she couldn't give specifics on any case, but that it’s
important for people to be informed about an inci
dent.
“It's hard to protect yourself?’ she said, adding that
while stranger assaults occur less frequently than ac
quaintance assaults, it’s important for people to be

aware of their surroundings.
“It's [also] helpful for women to go to self-defense
training,’ she said. “[It] heightens awareness of [our]

own instincts.”

While self-defense training is important, Hayes

to make the environment safe, it seems

to me that fewer and fewer people call
[the] police. [People are] so isolated,
so cocooned.”

686 F Street (by Safeway)

826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

“It’s hard to protect yourself, it’s also
helpful for women to go to self-defense
[It] heightens awareness of
training.

Oe

=

Tom Dewey
University Police Chief

mariani and Dewey said it completely doesn't solve
the problem and that community awareness is the
key to keeping people safe.
“The community shares a responsibility to
make the environment safe,” Dewey said, adding
that potential eyewitnesses are walking by crimes
in progress, but they are too reluctant to notify
police.
“It seems to me that fewer and fewer people call
[the] police to help investigate something that may
or may not require police attention,” he said. “[People are] so isolated, so cocooned.”
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Business fees increase

continued from pg. 11
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Tim

Thornton

who

owns

Mad

River Woodworks

is

wary of Measure V’s fee increases.
that

Measure

V

would

have

af

fects on their businesses, but feel
$50 is not that bad per unit.
Not

all

business

owners

are

happy with it and plan to vote no.
Blue Lake Belting and Leather
Works owner Chuck Huntzinger
said, “I’m voting no because I just
feel there are other ways of getting

He went on, “I didn’t like how it
was prorated (the fee would raise
every year) so I’m voting no.’

Fifty-five-year-old, Mad
Works

ton was
measure

not
and

some

to leave

and

possibly

prevent new ones to come in.

“If they want to bring business
es here I don't think they should
raise it too high,’ said Bradshaw.

Schapiro said that some busi
nesses were unaware of Measure
V because the council wasn't get
ting the word out to them.

“We can't use public funds to

the money.”

Wood

cause

owner

Tim

River
Thorn

even aware of the
is curious to know

promote

this measure,’

Schapiro
:

said.

“We

with

can

the

only

public

have

to

meetings

make

them

aware of it.”

A meeting will be held in the
next

few

weeks

with

business

how much the city plans to raise

owners

the fee.

mittee to help promote the mea

“I don't mind helping the city
but I don’t want to be gouged,” he

said.
Scott
Bradshaw,
who
owns
Fish Brothers in Blue Lake and
lives in Arcata, said that a modest
increase would be fine but feels
an excessive increase would have
a more negative affect on small
businesses

Bradshaw said that there arent
too many businesses in Blue I ake

and an excessive

increase

might

and

the Measure

V com

sure,
Schapiro is confident that it
will pass this November because

in the end it will help everyone in
the city.
“The

city

in support

council

voted

of this measure

5-0

to be

brought to a vote by the people lof
Blue

Lake},”

Schapiro

said.

“But

it

will require a 50 percent plus one
vote majority to go through.”
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Not your average athletes
Students find many benefits to playing intramural sports

e

ss
Pe

ee

Two players fight for the ball during intramural soccer on Sunday in the Field House.

Daniel Penza
djp28@humboldt.edu

The may not get much publicity or any accolades, but
the intramural program at Humboldt State University still
attracts athletes.
This year, intramurals brought in around 500 students
and community members. The slogan “Everybody plays,
come play with us,” welcomes players of all skill levels to
sign up.

“It’s my favorite thing to do here. That’s why I am
on three different soccer teams.”
Victor Iraheta
Freshman nursing major

“T would love to see more campus residents get involved
in intramurals—especially freshman,’ said Recreational
Sports Director Jan Henry.

dents than just physical exercise.
“Everybody needs some play in their life,” Henry said.
“Studies have been done stating that involvement in IM
sports helps retention and keeps students involved.” It also
improves stress release and creates a better bond between
students, she said.
The intramural department offers a variety of leagues
depending upon what sport you want to play. There are
also special events in November for a table tennis tournament and a three-on-three basketball tournament in December.

Henry admits that the officials aren't perfect.
“Unfortunately, I don’t have very much time to train
them so they are very ‘green at their job. As the officiating
improves, so will the program.”

“It's my favorite thing to do here,’ freshman nursing ma-

Recreation Sports Director

jor Victor Iraheta said. “There isn't a lot to do here. That's
why I am on three different soccer teams.”
Thought there are several positives aspects to intramurals, there is one collaborative negative aspect. In this case
it happens to be the officiating. Referees are student volunteers, who receive minimal training before calling their
first game and sometimes lack any previous soccer expe-

If more campus residents participate in intramurals,
the quality of play would improve and there will be a better atmosphere among the students living in the dorms,
she said. “I think we can help the university with retain-

“They don't really know what to do sometimes and just use
the excuse of being a ref to their advantage.”

ing these freshmen if we get them involved in intramurals,”
Henry said.

There is not much that can be done to improve the situation. Athletes will most always have a better grasp of the

Joining an intramural team reaps more benefits for stu-

rience,
“It’s horrible,” junior wildlife major

Vitek Jirinec said.

rules because most likely they have played before.

‘I would love to see more campus residents get
involved in intramurals, especially freshmen.”
Jan Henry

Another problem is sportsmanship. “We want our pro
gram to be fun for everyone,’ Henry said. “However, some
students take it too seriously and competitively and ruin it
for others.”
For the most part, Henry said the intramural program
is a positive experience for those participating in leagues.
If you are interested in joining a team, you can sign up

in Forbes Complex room
semester.

151 the first two weeks of every
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More than justa
volleyball player

Right: Senior libero Maya
Domoto had a season high
42 digs in the ‘Jacks’ 3-2
loss to Cal State Monterey
Bay last Saturday. She is
now HSU’s all-time leader

Q&A with Maya Domoto

in digs with 1,448.

Kyle Girimonte
kjg32@humboldt.edu
©

If you have ever gone to a Humboldt State volleyball game, you've probably already heard of Maya
Domoto.
Born in Kawasaki, Japan, Maya moved
to Charlotte, NC at the age of four. As far back as
Domoto can remember, she has played volleyball at
a competitive level as far back as she can remember.
Just after high school, she thought about transfer- ,
ring to Georgia State to further her career but ended
up choosing HSU instead. Now that Domoto is a senior and about to wrap up her volleyball career, she
is holding nothing back and leaving everything on
the court.
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Q. Why did you choose Humboldt State?
A. I am asked this question a lot. Every time I
pause and can't really put a finger on why I canie
here. I know that when I visited, it was a beautiful
place, (minus the rain), and the people here are very
laid back, which was an attraction. Humboldt is a
place like no other because of its uniqueness. I also
knew that the volleyball program was struggling and
hadn't had a winning season in a few years. It seemed
like it was going downhill so I wanted to make a difference within the program.

A. The greatest thing about being a student athlete is the challenge of balancing every aspect of
life. To play you need to be academically eligible
and healthy mentally and physically. Athletics also
teaches you a lot about life and how to interact with
people.
Q. What is difficult about being a student athlete?
A. It can get pretty stressful when we are well into
the semester. We have practice everyday--committing about three hours a day, go to class, study and
write papers, and still get enough sleep to have the
energy to do it all over again the next day. It is also
difficult when we travel and miss classes.

A. I haven't quite decided what I
will do after I leave Humboldt. I have
thought about going to Japan for a
few years, and I plan to end up go-

ing to grad school at Georgia State
for social work. I have also wanted
to go overseas and continue playing volleyball. I really do not want to
stop playing, so hopefully something
will work out so I can continue. But
I haven't made set plans yet. I am focused on the season right now and
will make more plans after our season is over.
Eric Hedstrom

Q. What is your leadership style?

A real treat: Women’s rugby
hosts Juicy Jell-O Wrestle Fest

A. I have never really thought about what my
style is, I just play. But naturally I am a quiet person
and feel like I lead by example more than anything
else. However, when I get on the court I feel like I
become a different person and I am very vocal. I do
whatever it takes to keep the team motivated.

and

The
Q. Do you have any pre-game rituals?
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A. Academically I am proud of keeping a steady
GPA throughout my four years here. It is very difficult balancing athletics and academics. My major
is sociology and my passion in life is to help people. | want to make a difference in the lives of the
people who are less privileged and may be struggling. Society is unfair and I know that no matter
how hard someone may work they may still come
up short. I just really want to help people who de
serve more

Q. Since you've been to college what is the most
important thing you have learned?
A. I have a weakness of trying to make everyone
happy. I have learned that I will never be happy unless I can make myself happy before trying to make
others happy. I have also learned to become inde
pendent. I am shy and I have come out of my shell
a little more because I have learned that I can't be
afraid of people judging me.

HSU

women’s

rugby

will hold the Juicy Jell-

O Wrestle Fest
money for new
The event is
a tournament

A. I normally listen to music that makes me feel
thankful for being able to play volleyball. I don’t necessarily listen to loud pump-up music. When I appreciate things I put more into it. I don’t want to take
anything for granted. I can’t play volleyball forever
and I know every game can be my last one. Music
that makes me appreciate the things I have and the
abilities I have makes me play with more passion
and heart.

Q. What are you most proud of academically?

»

Jell-O, 2002 Adams Court

in Arcata is where you want to
be this Saturday at 7 p.m.

Q. What are your personal goals for this season?
A. Since this is my last season I would like to go
out and finish the season with a bang. I would like
to break the record for career digs and also break my
own record for single season digs. But right now I'm
not thinking about that. My goal for every game is to
play as hard as I can and give everything I have. I just
focus on helping the team any way possible.

The team has already spent

If you're a fan of wrestling

2006 to raise
uniforms.
designed like
and will fea-

ture one-on-one and tag-team

matches. Wrestlers will compete wearing costumes.

“

$80

on

Jell-O

for this event.

Last semester the team held a

similar event, with the rugby
players wrestling in brownie
batter.
Tickets for the event will be

sold today through Friday in the
UC Quad from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
for $5. Tickets will also be available at the door for $7. Alcohol is

strictly forbidden for this event.

Back & Neck Problems?

§&

HEADACHES?

we can help.

M7

Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays
F

Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries
Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans

A

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
Chiropractors

¥

in life.

Q. What are you most proud of athletically?

Q. How do you feel about your coach? What
has she taught you?

A. | am proud that I stuck with playing volley
ball at HSU. I am proud that I have earned respect
throughout my career and of the different records
that I have broken. I am also proud that I give every
thing I have every time I step on the court. Volley
ball is a huge part of my life and I put so much pas

A. I feel like my coach and I have grown and developed a strong relationship on and off the court.
[ feel honored to be playing for such a great player
and coach. She tries to understand everyone on the
team and work with them. She has helped me de
velop into the player I am now and has helped me

A

sion

develop

A

into it.

more

confidenc

€ onl

and

off

the

court.

| owe

her a lot for these past five years.

Q. What is the greatest thing about being a student athlete?

Q. What will you do when you leave Humboldt?

Ry

A

i‘

1781

Centrai Avenue
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Suite C

McKinleyville, CA
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner
8 AM to Midnight
On the Plaza 744 9th Street

77,

Lumberjack

822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome

Scoreboard

www.thealibi.com

Two For Tuesday

Trailer Park. Mondays

8am
to 3pm

Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,

Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price
4pm to Midnight

Bud in the Can, Jello Shots

$35 Dinner Special

Oly Specials

2 Dinner Entrees

1 Appetizer

Irish Pub Wednesdays

1 Bottle of House wine

Lamb Chops, Portabella,
Shepherd’s Pie, Fish n’ Chips,

Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut
Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken
Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

lrish Flag Shots, Guiness,

50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

Upcoming

Sunday, October 15th

Shows
Re

TR CRG Tn

Cia

Oct. 4 versus Sonoma State Seawolves

Lost 3-2 (26-30, 18-30, 30-26, 30-26, 14-16)
Men’s Soccer

Oct. 8 versus Cal State Monterey Bay Otters
Won 3-1
Oct. 6 versus San Francisco State Gators
Won

1-0

Oct. 4 versus Sonoma
Lost

State Seawolves

1-0

(Ceca ic um ba]

ACU
Ts TOY

IC COC CR Tt

SIC SITIT

CTL

A

OT

Lost 3-2 (26-30, 30-24, 35-33, 25-30, 15-17)

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,

Steamer Clams, Cheese Fries,

CUCU OR a Ce

Volleyball
Oct. 7 versus Cal State Monterey Bay Otters

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash,

Saturday, October 14th

Football
Oct. 7 versus Western Oregon Wolves
Won 29-21

Women’s Soccer
Oct. 8 versus Cal State Monterey Bay Otters

eMac

|

Won 1-0
Oct. 6 versus San

(local country punk)

$4

Won

ee

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

Francisco State Gators

3-0

Oct. 4 versus Sonoma State Seawolves
Tied 1-1

livery Summer,
the Humboldt

Upcoming Games Oct. 11-17

Orientation Program
(HOP)

Football
Oct. 14 at Azusa Pacific Cougars

has a eZ ie

6 p.m.

tasting contest for all
of the

new

during

Volleyball
Oct. 13 at Cal State Los Angeles Golden Eagles 7 p.m.

students

“Humboldt

| Mitre
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Oct. 14 at Cal State Bakersfield Roadrunners 7 p.m.

ae
Ton}

Men’s Soccer

Oct. 13 versus Cal Poly Pomona Broncos 3 p.m.

nolan

PAGeTH

Oct.

Ee

local pizza plac
.

,eaY
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are

yee
ater

Women’s Soccer
Oct. 13 versus Cal Poly Pomona Broncos 12:30 p.m.
Oct. 15 versus Cal State San Bernardino Coyotes 12:30 p.m.

;

ye

Cross Country
No Events Scheduled

MnarsetemiE

to thank Blue

15 versus Cal State San Bernardino Coyotes 3 p.m.

Max

Team Records (as of Oct. 10)

Pizza tor their
orientation

4-]

WINNER

and of

Humboldt State.

“Gourmet Delivered”

of t]

since 1984, Blue Max

Volleyball
6-10 Overall,

s
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3-9 CCAA

Men’s Soccer
10-4-2

Overall,

6-4-2

CCAA

Women’s Soccer

8-4-4 Overall, 5-3-4 CCAA
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Research on energy-efficient cars like this will be funded with taxes on oil production if Proposition 87 passes.

The price of clean air
Proposition 87 could cut pollution, but critics are skeptical
Ashley Bailey
____abb17@humboldt.edu

Ss

With a strained state budget and everyone's eyes on gas — consumers.
prices, Proposition 87 deserves a grand entrance into pubSpokesman for Yes on 87, Yusef Robb, said that reduclic debate.
It offers cleaner air, less pollution and a healthier state,
**We have the dirtiest air in the nation, rebut opponents warn of increased fuel prices and a lack of
.
phat
ie lokam
regulation on the money taken from the proposed tax.
ducing the amount of oil will reduce that
pollution.”
Reducing petroleum consumption by 25 percent and
researching and producing alternative energy technologies
are the goals of Proposition 87. Taxing the oil companies
Yusef Robb
in California 1.5-6 percent, depending on price per barrel,
Yes on 87 spokesman
will fund the $4 billion initiative.
Proposition 87 would establish a California Energy Al
ieriiatives

Program

LO

research

Way

$ tO

USe

alternative

cil

Ing

oil

consumpuion

will

help

battle

all

pollution

iii

Cali

ergy, alternative vehicles, more energy efficient technolo-

fornia.

gies and education for a more sustainable state.
Oil producers are prohibited from passing the tax to

“We have the dirtiest air in the nation, reducing the
amount of oil will reduce that pollution,’ Robb said. “The

bottom line is Proposition 87 will reduce our dependence
on oil.”
There are some concerns with Proposition 87 addressed
by the No on 87 campaign.
A new agency will be created with 50 appointees in
charge of distributing the $4 billion amongst California
groups.
Al Lundeen, spokesman for the No on 87 campaign,
said that the group would be flawed because there is no
one to regulate their actions
“Four billion dollars they have to hand out, there is nothing that prevents an employee from directing the money to
a

friend,’

Lundeen

Said.

i

ihey

aic

essentially

writing

their

own rules with few or any checks and balances.”
ae2c PROP. » pg. 20
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Meet the new AS president

augmentation for compensation
¢

Continuation of the Faculty Early Retirement Program (FERP), reducing the
number of years from five to four

e

Incentive and equity pay program for full professors and tenure-track professors

¢

No changes to faculty eligibility for PERS retirement

ee
SE

ira “Sas
S;

upon funding of the Compact with the Governor and an additional 1 percent

Sie

A 24.87 percent salary increase over four years, beginning in 2006/07, contingent

Veh

¢

Chaney
on goals,
challenges
and Tony
Snow

~
Ps

CSU students and the faculty at our 23 universities need and deserve a learning
environment that is conducive to providing quality education. That is why the CSU is
disappointed that the California Faculty Association bargaining team did not allow its
members to evaluate the most recent proposal put on the table by the CSU, which includes:

4

Pe

Crystal:

CSU Students and Faculty Deserve the Best

eT)

WORKING FOR CALIFORNIA

See

The California State University

Katie Hawes

Above standard health and dental benefits totaling $120 million per year in
for health costs for faculty during 2007-08.

e

Attractive benefits for lecturers

¢

Gradually increased parking fees for faculty so at the end of four years they pay the
same parking fees as students

The CSU is disappointed that an offer maintaining current job security for lecturers, also
was left behind without consideration. CSU hopes for a prompt resolution of these issues
so that our faculty can receive the salary increases they deserve, and our students can
continue receiving the quality education they expect from California State University.
For more details please visit the

CSU website at

www.calstate.edu/bargaining-status/.

After Tony Snow’s resignation
as the Associated Students president last week, Crystal Chaney
moved into the position. Chaney
said now that Snow resigned, she
sees the presidency as her duty
and her job. She is a senior with
a philosophy major, and hopes
to join the Peace Corps after she
graduates.
What are your goals as the
new AS President?
I was the Administrative Vice
President, so being the president
is very different for me. In the
position that I was in, the better
I was doing my job, the less I was
seen. But now it is the opposite. I feel like I am close
enough with the members of the council to work
with them to achieve the goals of the group. I don't
have a personal agenda.
What is your personal goal?
My goal is to be an interim between the students
and the administration so that the students’ voices
get heard and so that change is made.
What exactly does the Associated Students do?
We are an organization compiled of 19 representatives and executive members and we have two advisers. Basically, every year, $101 out of each student's
fees goes into a huge bank account that amounts to
roughly three-quarters of a million dollars. Our job
is to use that money to fund 23 different programs
on campus. We make sure that the funds get appropriately disbursed so that everybody has what they
need.
What are the goals that the Associated Students
has for this year?
One of our goals is to create a social justice position in AS. One of the problems that we face on
this campus—and a lot of people have noticed it—is
racism. It’s horrible to say, but it is not getting taken
care of. The social justice position would be oriented
toward forums, making sure that we [AS] are acting

a
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I just don't have anyth

appropriately, and make sure that our students are
getting the representation that they need regarding
these issues.
Our representatives for each program gather in
formation from their students and bring back the
general opinion to our meetings.

LAaOre
s

& HST, ARCATA * Tat

39

Our goals are made

with the students in mind.
What is the most important thing that the students should know about AS?
The goal of AS is to help the students and we are

;

i

|
onn C. Osborr

working hard for that. A lot of students don't know
that. It is frustrating because you will hear students
upset or complaining about something, and I wish
that they would come and talk to us about what their
issues are and what they want to do about them. Stu
dents are welcome in this office whenever they want
to be here.
What makes your job difficult?
The students have such a wide array of opinions
that it is hard to make sure all of those things get
heard when we all have a job to do. A lot of times it is
important to remember that it is about the students
and not about us. We are working out our problems
right now, and we are working to achieve our goals.
Hopefully we will be more external because we are
here for the students and to represent them.
What is your side of the story on Tony Snow?
I am pretty sure that I am speaking unanimous

ly, and if I’m not, then I would be surprised. Much
of the association felt silenced. Let me say that we
wanted Tony Snow to succeed. That was a goal, the
goal of the organization as a team, to make it so that
everyone in our group succeeds.
It was a professional matter, not a personal mat
ter. I think that the line between personal and pro
fessional was blurred for Tony. I think that Tony
Snow is a great person. I think he thought that what
he was doing was right, personally, but profession
ally, our organization was suffering. It was a matter
of how he was conducting meetings and how he was
conducting himself in committees.
These

things are important

in our organization

because if you don't have the respect of the adminis
tration, the faculty and the staff, you will never ever
be able to do anything for your students.
We were upset professionally, not personally.
‘There were no biases involved.

BSRSEtise oto

contributions by the CSU. This includes $12 million in contributions CSU will pay

we.Sait

¢
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keh34@humboldt.edu
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Pictures of the Week
Home of the World’s Greatest Deviled Eggs
Open Mon-Fri @ 7am; Sat & Sun @ 9am
Close Mon-Sat @ 10pm (except for special events)
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Hot Coffee, Espresso and Pastries
Breakfast: Join us for some Breakfast Burritos
Salads, Giant Deli Sandwiches, Fresh Pizza, Delicious
Brownies and Much More
Foose Ball « Beer on Tap ° Wine Selection
Happy Hour Every Day!! 6-7 PM $2 Pints
Barbeque! Every Sat at 5 pm
Chicken Kebabs Salad ¢ Garlic Bread
Many Locally Produced & Organic Products

Wireless Internet
“Open Mic” is Thursday at 7pm
Friday is Womens’ Singer/Songwriter Night
From 7 to Late

Friday - Jazz Duo
7pm + No Cover « All Ages

Spontaneous Music
Happens
Call for more info

Ph

420 California Avenue
Just north of Campus,at

the Corner of LK Wood
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,
one In your orders:

822-3453

and California Avenue

Our Adjacent Laundromat is Open Daily
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~ All Draft Beer ~
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Submit your photos to run in The Lumberjack
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Offer Good through October 31, 2006.
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$15 Door
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Saturday Oct. 14th

CROWN CITY ROCKERS
‘

$12 Adv
$15 Door
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PROP: Oil tax _
continued from pg. 17

Although oil producers are
prohibited from passing the tax to

Prop Watch ‘06

oil consumers, No on Proposition

87 argues that the tax will dis-

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD

Inc.

the cost up at the pump.
“Sources outside the state
come with additional costs. Some

Bonding

of

Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
E

New Patients
Welcome

1225.

B

MANSE NEY

Ca

a

blocks:

‘fiom

We

HSV

Propositions are products of direct democracy, giving people

not in a legislative body the power to gather petitions and force
a public vote on an amendment or statute. The state legislator
can also introduce propositions.

of that oil costs more to refine,
if they're higher, the price at the
pump is higher,” Lundeen said.
Humboldt County Farm Bureau opposes Proposition 87 because they also believe that the
price will go up at the pump.

Cater to

Farm

Cowards

St.¢2

‘tions that are on the Nov. 7 ballot.

ing oil within California, driving

Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic

Today is the second of a four-part series on several state proposi-

courage refineries from purchas-

Bureau

District

The intention of this series is to better inform students and the
community about important issues being addressed statewide
that will affect every Californian.
Eleven propositions are on the November ballot. This series will
analyze the issues revolving around four of them:

Direc-

tor Butch Parton said farmers use
oil constantly for tractors and ir-

):822-5105

Summaries provided by smartvoter.org:

rigation, and that a price increase

Ask for Delicious@ofu Snack Products
at these Campus Outlets
at HSU
* The Depot

of fuel,” Parton said.
Energy*resource engineer and

* South Campus Marketplace

Arcata

* Giant’s Cupboard
- Jolly Giant Cafeteria

=~

and at CR

N

TOFU

SHOP

* TOFU

FOODS,

INC.

ARCATA

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
AN

Council

INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORE
FOR INDEPENDENT MINDS

87

Oct. 25: Proposition 89: Provides that eligible candidates for
state elective office may receive public campaign funding. Increases tax on corporations and financial institutions by 0.2 per- |
| cent to fund program. Imposes new campaign
|

.

gay

because

it supports

sures like this could be a good
method for getting people to start
turning away their oil use.”
HSU

professor

of

economics

“It’s not really a tax on
profits, it’s a tax on oil
being pumped out of
the ground.”
Butch Parton
Humboldt County

Farm Bureau district
director

alterna

sumption.

“T think it’s important to sup
port

alternative

energy

because

we need to reduce our petroleum
use for environmental and political reasons,’ Menten said. “Mea

Oe]
a atm
T

contribution/ex-

|

| penditure limits.

tive energy to help reduce oil con-

be Mamet iia

|
|
|
|
|

candidate

“Price of oil is a global market,
taxes in California are not going
to affect the price,” Winkler said.
“I think the argument against it is
not valid.”
Winkler supports Proposition
87 for sustaining renewable resources in California.
“I very strongly support it,’
Winkler said. “California’s taxes
on oil are inadequate, we need to
take this revenue for sustainable,
renewable resources.”
Campus Center for Appropri
ate Technology Co-director Beck
ie Menten supports Proposition

SHOP.COM

SPECIALTY

City

Oct. 18: Proposition 85: Amends California Constitution prohibiting abortion for unemancipated minor until 48 hours after physician notifies minor's parent/guardian, except in medical emergency or with parental waiver. Mandates reporting requirements.
Authorizes monetary damages against physicians for violation.

Michael Winkler disagrees. ,

* Dining Hall

822-7401

This week: Proposition 87: Establishes $4 billion program to reduce petroleum consumption through incentives for alternative
energy, education and training. Funded by a tax on California oil
producers.

would hit them in the pocketbook.
“A very large portion of their
budget goes into fuel every year,’
Parton said.
Parton
explained
that the
Farm Bureau is against anything
that could potentially increase the
price of fuel.
“It’s not really a tax on profits,
it’s a tax on oil being pumped out
of the ground. We're opposed to
anything that will raise the price

Meet,

eo SLA VP LET at LTE yr)
E-Mail: info@northtownbooks.com

Steve Hackett believes that Prop

osition 87 will not have a large
negative impact on the economy.
He referenced the Legislative
Analyst's Office as a source of why

he believes Proposition 87 won't

be very harmful to our
den economy.
“It won't have a huge
impact,’ Hackett said.
Moreover,
Hackett
that Proposition 87 is
negative light shed on it

getting a
from big

money

as Chev

endorsers

such

debt-rid
negative
believes

ron and their TV advertisements.
Hackett encourages all voters
to investigate the propositions for
themselves before voting.
“People with money control
the messages to a large extent,
he said. “They can manipulate the
impressions the rest of us have
about propositions.”
‘The Legislative Analyst’s Office
is the state of California's nonpar
tisan fiscal advisor.
Non-biased information about
all the propositions can be found
on their Web site.

If you haven't registered to vote...
|

|

there is still time. The deadline to register is

| Oct. 23.

You can go to the Arcata City Hall or the Associated Students office, and pick up a registration form.

You have to be registered in Humboldt County
to vote in the election, unless you are using an
absentee ballot.

You don't even need a stamp to mail it.

|
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Thirty-five years after his death, M.C. Escher’s brilliance still inspires artists of today.
in downtown Chicago.
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A view from the 13th floor of the dorms at the Institute of Art

events, and conditions.
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Desperately Seeking Change:
One writer's transition from street life to normalcy
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Bryan Radzin
brrS@humboldt.edu

Hansen

has no short-

age of material to pull from in his
life story and first book, “Street
Raised.”
“Writing has been a catharsis
for me to vent my early life experiences, Hansen said. “There was
a time in my life when I didn't
care if I lived or died. Writing is
like self-therapy.”

He

on a welcome mat.
“Sleeping on a leaky mattress
in a burned out basement with

a positive piece of art.

a stack of books by my side was
how I lived for a while” Hansen
said. “Since I was homeless, I did
anything to get my hands on the
things I needed.”

Today,

Hansen

is a devoted

alities he left behind.

a great job of painting a full picture in a couple of sentences.
“He can say more in one sen-

In
trays

his

book,

somebody

Hansen
who

lived

poron

the streets does have the oppor-

The book

tence than most people can say in

tunity to turn their life around

“Street Raised,” which will be released on Nov. 1, shows how one

two paragraphs,” Parsons said.
Parsons became his agent after
she saw the intensity and passion
of his first book.
“There are a lot of kids ne-

and get help.

glected across this country— no

at Amazon.com.

man’s life difficulties can produce

“The book is in the category
of crime-noir, which portrays
the anti-hero and shows the un-

derbelly

of society,

sens agent

said

Han-

Phyllis Parsons.

daycare and no place to go after
school,” Hansen said. “They step

“It

out of line because they feel be-

hooks you in quick, and is a real

trayed and some end up in jail—
by the time they hit their twenties
they mistrust society.”

page-turner.”
Parsons said that Hansen does

The first chapter of “Street
Raised” can be read at www.allanguthrie.co.uk/5/streetraised.
htm. It is available for pre-order
Hansen

said that

troubled

kids

could be major assets to society if
given the right tools.
“If there is an honest desire for
change, nothing on this Earth can

stop it,’ Hansen said.
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Today,

father and citizen.

has been writing for the past 10
years about some of the harsh re-

SIRE

But one day, something changed.

husband,

ENR

to survive. His home-life served
as a catalyst for his hopelessness.

Hansen grew up in San Francisco in the ‘70s with a dysfunctional family and is almost completely self-educated and raised.
He spent years supporting his
drug addictions through petty
crimes, and placed pain and fear

SRE

uthor Pearce Hansen
was homeless for years
and committed crimes
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Experiencing
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FEEL

the “Selections:;”

THE

The Reese Bullen Gallery
offers exhilarating exhibits

THE

BURN

BOILER

Wed, Oct 11:
Thur, Oct 12:
Fri, Oct 13:
Sat, Oct 14:
Sun, Oct 15:
Mon, Oct 16:
Tue, Oct 17:

9 PM

ROOM

Rockin’

$1.50 PBR

AT

Karaoke

Ping

Pong

a:

3534

Metal Show, TBA
9 PM DJ Ray spinnin’ R&B, Hip Hop & Reggaetone $2
9 PM Fathom:
DJINNIT, DJ Etheraum Industrial $2
Polly Panic - Alternative/Experimental/Grunge

8 7.

$5.buy-in

Torrin

LA LA!

Hults

rcr12@humboldt.edu

en propped

proves

next

to the

to an iron stove

viewer

it is more

than just a photograph. The smiling man standing in front of a
train in an unfamiliar land leaves
much to the mind's eye.
Late photographer Tom Knight
left little to be desired as he captured the essence of his subjects
and their surroundings with his
ability to shoot the moment.
Knight’s photography is one
of the newest features included
in the Reese Bullen Gallery's “Se
lections from the Permanent Col
lection,” open to visitors through
Ont zt.

Michele McCall-Wallace put
together the exhibit with her team
of students who are a part of the
museum and gallery certificate
program. The exhibit showcases
an assortment of about 1,000 piec

es that includes work from student
alumni and show winners, former
faculty and outside donors.
“It’s a nice selection of various
aspects of our collection,’ Mc

Call- Wallace said.
Photography, ceramics, wood,
paintings, comibinations of art
forms such as ceramics and paint
or wood and paint, even beer cans
and bottle caps, lay in glass cases
or hang on the gallery wall for
students, faculty and community
members to come and appreciate.
“We get highs and lows. It’s
starting to calm down now that a

or-

on
DOT-

ind
reet

.aled.
der

lot of people

cids

ty if

can

iting

seen

the exhib

the

collection.

“Sometimes

the gallery will host over 20 visi
SD UE wae

b for

have

it,” said Ana Barba, an attendant
at the gallery, of the crowds vis

tors in just one afternoon.

In Knight’s shot “Restaurante,
Bacachic, Sonora, Mexico, 1980,”
it's almost possible to feel the
wind blow and serenity unfoldsas the photo is gazed upon with
unknowing, marveling eyes. A
woman sits at a bar, hand to face
with a beautiful smile. She crosses her legs and looks directly onward while natural elements such
as breeze and sunlight are captured in this simplistic yet well
rounded piece.
Ellen Land-Weber’s paintings
feel like they are nearly floating in
mid air. With a light and peace
ful feel, Land-Weber’s art portrays
a natural theme. Her semi-ab
stract, eloquent, dream-like imag
es of children meshed with trees,
plants and flowers can steal hours
of one’s day. Land-Weber’s art can
be looked at several times and yet
still leave new images to be discovered.
The show doesn't end here. The
art department will host more ex
hibits throughout the remainder
of the semester.
“As soon as we get this show
down, we go right into the next
one,” said Charissa Schulze, an art
major and part of the class who
put the exhibit together. “It’s an
ongoing process. There is always
something to do.”
While

students

will

Eureka

yspace.com/ho

Renee C. Rivas

The gaze of two elderly wom-

& Ping Pong

fe

Broadway,

http://,

OOOOOH

Clay

& Pool

oe

‘

Boiley Roow |p

w/ Chris

«

707.443.5464

neoftheboilerroo

Which
Would You
Choose?
RRS tara
var ye)
$22-3150

EEEEEW.

EAH
1S 20

cE MA

1444.)
442-3525

YOU CAN USE YOUR HSU POINTSAT LOS BAGELS IN THE DEPOT!

BOUTIQUE

benefit

from this hands-on program that
teaches

how

to

maintain,

researc h

and exhibit artwork just as they
would professionally in an art gal
lery, the public will continue to
enjoy the assortment of creativity
“The

idea

is to

make

the

pel

manent collection available to the
public,” McCall- Wallace said

etal

228 F Street - Old Town,

Eure ka ~- 707-445-2727

ate)
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‘SOLUTIONS
HEMP*

;

RECYCLED*

Emmylou

| |

ORGANIC

at

Largest selection of Hemp,

WF)

Organic Cotton Clothing,

y ae

Tree-Free

& Recycled

Papers—

f

Anywhere!

a
ee

1063

Real Needs Since 1990.

H STREET

¢ ARCATA

822-6972,

CENTERARTS Wi

Information

; jawiié

cuaaaee

and special guest Josh Ritter
_
*
__

His Grammy-nominated debut album ‘Twentysomething’ made
him astar in Britain selling upwards of 2 million copies and
setting records as the fastest selling jazz debut in U.K. history,

Maya Angelou
SERS Dy
Qi
S

Dr. Angelou captivates her audiences

.
e
;
lyrically with vigor, fire and perception.

1 0/26

cee ces

Moscow State
Symphony Orchestra
Sergei Prokofiev, Suite from Romeo and Juliet; Peter Ilyich
Tchaikovsky, Variations on a Rococo Theme, op. 33
(with Alisa Weilerstein); Antonin Dvorak, Symphony
plaza

No. 9 in E minor, op. 95.

a

10/31
ORE Lo RRR

RR

MET

esp

angrier mapas

Moscow

OM

Circus

By special arrangement with the Russian Ministry of
Culture, the famed Moscow Circus presents its thrilling
A Russian Winter's Tale.

11/01 (7pm)

}Lou Reed

Emmylou Harris performs at the Van Duzer Theatre on
Thursday, Oct. 5, put on by Center Arts.

1/4
sGrgeons
Surgeons

Ornwt

Perhaps one of the most enigmatic, but undeniably greatest rock
_ visionaries of all time, Lou Reed has kept the attention of the
music world for over 40 years. From his time as principal lead
_ singer and songwriter of the legendary group Velvet Underground

Friday, Oct. 13 - 6pm-9pm

Songs & Noise
to hissid

2nds Sale
Saturday,

ee

Prusents

Former Green Party
Vice-Presidential Candidate

Winona
LaDuke

14 - 9am-4pm

Sunday, Oct. 15 - 9am-2pm

as a solo artist.

4

Oct.

LAY

wr
: if }

Ween

OF Giene Iiiimeton Gell) SAGO

cm
Fire

{eve#00nt
pm s
inthe

noted
oO

Disability accommodations may be available. Contact CenterArts for more info. VAS

Center

520 South G Street
Arcata, CA 95521
www. fireartsarcata.com

Info:

826-3928

Friday, March
Van

Duzer

2, 2007
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If dogs could fly

An unlikely pair’s experience with bonding

=

on

SS)

Steve Spain

Foster the Australian shepherd and Sydney the mallard touch noses. Wendy Jackson, Foster’s owner, said she thinks the
mallard was imprinted to her dog.

Steve Spain
srspain@gmail.com

You know the movie. Two cuddly animals of different
species form a bond, face adversity and triumph over the
forces confronting them. It only happens in Hollywood
right?
How about a small city right here on the North Coast?
Wendy Jackson, a veterinarian’s assistant and Hydesville resident, rescued a duckling about four years ago

attack,” Black said.
Black said that Lorenz also developed a theory of what
he called “appeasement behavior.”
“When animals are caught between two opposing situations, fight or flight, they sometimes choose something
between the two,” Black said.

from the side of the road. She brought the duck home to

Sydney grew and taught herself to fly. “She started by doing laps of the house. Shed fly three, four times around the
yard,” Jackson said.

join her menagerie of chickens, dogs and the rest of her
family’s barnyard crowd. Jackson raised the duckling in a
box with some baby hens until she was big enough to join
the crowd outside.
There in the backyard, Sydney the mallard met Foster
the Australian shepherd and the two got along famously,
snuggling in the sunshine. When asked why she thought
the unlikely pair became friends Jackson had a few ideas
“I think she was imprinted with him when she was just a
baby. Sydney spent all her time in the backyard with the

Whatever the case, Jackson said that after a few months

[ think she was imprinted with him
when she was just a baby.”
Wendy Jackson
veterinarian’s assistant

dog,” Jackson said.

Wildlife professor Jeff Black explains that imprinting is
an idea developed by Konrad Lorenz in his study of ethol
ogy (animal behavior for the layman). Lorenz found many
animals form lasting attachments during a small window
in biological time. For this reason, ducklings may be imprinted to a substitute mother. Lorenz himself imprinted
a hatch of goslings that followed him about as if he was
their mother.
Black, who keeps ducks of his own, recognizes that
tame waterfowl often behave strangely. “The tame duck
doesn't think to run away, yet part of them still wants to

On Christmas Day 2003 Sydney tested her indepen
dence, flying off and not returning for a few days. Then on
New Year's Eve she disappeared. Years passed with no sign
of Sydney. “It’s one of those funny things that you don't
think about. Wed go see the ducks migrating and wonder
if that's our duck,” Jackson said.
Then, three years later, an apparent miracle dropped
from the sky. While performing her chores, Jackson en
countered a strange duck in the yard. Not thinking much
of it, she gathered a basin of water for the bird and later put
the bird in the barn for the night.

The next day, she again set out the basin and the duck
amused itself until the dog came along. The duck “saw
Foster and lost her mind. She was all over him,” Jackson

said. The bird jumped on the dog’s back and ran her bill
through his fur, gathering his collar and plying her bill
over the tags, cooing all the while.
Jackson assumed this duck was Sydney who returned

after three years for some unknown reason. Sensing a
strange sort of miracle, Jackson’s husband Dave Jackson
broadcast an e-mail message to friends and family about
the duck’s return.
That's when things got really weird. A neighbor of the
Jacksons’ came by inquiring about a lost duck. After conferring a bit, the two neighbors decided that this new duck
indeed belonged to the neighbors. It was a different bird
than Sydney, but like Sydney, had been raised in a box as a
duckling and was relatively tame.
The Jacksons returned the duck to their neighbor and
sent another e-mail, this time to the press as well, retracting the return of the prodigal duck.
When asked to interpret why a strange duck would act
in a friendly manner to the Jacksons’ dog, professor Black
offered several explanations. “The duck was really exhibiting aggressive behavior to the dog,’ Black said, referring
to Lorenz’s theory on appeasement behavior. “Or it could
even be a friendly thing going on but I doubt

ii. Ii’s pos-

sible if they were raised together, but it would be really
weird,” Black said.

Weird indeed.
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Science and

Social

Life

A Sampling of Events in the Realm of Science
Wednesday the 11th
- “California Habitat Gardens for Wildlife and People,’ a lecture by horticulturist and member
Lori Hubbart for the California Native Plant Society.

+ The North Coast Primate Conservation Society will hold a meeting following a discussion.

CAR CARE
CENTER

The meeting begins at 7 p.m. in HSU Harry Griffith Hall room 117. Contact mlo12@humboldt.

edu for details.
- The History Club meets at 4 p.m. in HSU Founder's Hall room 236,

Thursday the 12th
+ Humboldt Energy Independence Program club 6 to 7 p.m.
Come take part in planning a sustainable future at Humboldt State, and learn about the Samba Band Benefit Concert. Contact sctf@humboldt.edu for details.

Factory Scheduled
Maintenance

CF.
a

e

inten

Friday the

13th

--@

Courtesy B.Andi

- CCAT tour, given 2 to 3 p.m. This is a chance to see what the many varieties of appropriate
technology mean to HSU students.

ay

Maintaining & Repairing
Students’ Cars Since 1961

- Can Birds Reduce Pests on Coffee Plantations?
Learn about an experiment conducted by Jherime L. Kellerman and professor Matthew D.
Johnson analyzing the relationship between birds and the pests on Jamaican coffee crops.
Find out what their studies have found in terms of natural pest control, and come with a mug
for shade-grown coffee. 7:30 p.m. at the Humboldt County Office of Education, 901 Myrtle

Avenue in Eureka
929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) « Eureka + California 95501

www.leons-carcare.com

415 5th St. Downtown Eureka (5th & E)
(707) 269-0282
Ss

Saturday the 14th
+ EMT-1 Skills Verification. Those who need their Skills Verification List checked off may
participate during the last day of the EMT-1 Refresher class. Learn from Kayce Hurd, an
experienced paramedic. Advance registration and pre-payment is required.
9 a.m. to 6 p.m., held in Godwin Forum, Nelson Hall.
Call 826.3357 for details.
+ Hike Skunk Cabbage Trail with the Sierra Club. The group hike will cover eight miles of medium difficulty hiking with a lunch break at ocean bluffs.
9:30 a.m., meet at trailhead or call Scott, 487-0735 for ride information.
+ Friends of the Arcata Marsh offers a guided tour every Saturday at 2 p.m.
Call 826-2359 for details.
- Attend a Friends of the Dunes Fundraising Dinner Honoring Hortense Lanphere’s
conservation legacy. 6 to 9 p.m. at the Wharfinger Building, fee required. Call 444-1397 for
details.

Wednesday the 18th

Every Wednesday: “Purple” with
DJ Receiver (The Dub Cowboy) The Greatest
Dance Music on the Planet 10 p.m.
Every Thursday: BigUp Dancehall Reggae w/
Selectah Proseed, 10 p.m

Friday 10/13: Mobile Chiefing Unit
BY Tite
[sh a

ds

Steve Watts Band (CD Release Party)

Daniel Pearl -“harmony for humanity event”

___Passion Presents Black Crows After-Party_
Monday

10/16:

Monday

Night Football

Tuesday 10/17: Happy Hour Daily 5-7p.m.

- Dr. James K. Agee, a professor of Forest Ecology at the University of Washington and an
expert in fire ecology, will be the featured speaker at the fourth annual L.W. Schatz lecture, hosted by L.W. Schatz Demonstration Tree Farm and Humboldt State University’s department of
forestry and watershed management. This year’s massive fires in the Klamath Mountain
region will be placed into historical and ecological perspectives.
His lecture “Northwest California Ablaze! A Whirlwind Tour of Wildland Fires Past, Present, and
Future” is free and scheduled for 5:15 p.m. Held in HSU’s Kate Buchanan Room. Appetizers will
be served at 5:00 p.m.

Keep ini Mind:

November the 24th
- Do you have an opinion on the Klamath dam management plans? Deadline for any
public comment on the recent draft environmental impact statement by the Federal Energy
Regulation Commission on the Klamath River dams is Nov. 24.
Comments must be mailed to: Maalie R. Salas, Secretary, Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, 888 First St. NE, Washington DC 20426
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Keeping history on the other side of the fence

Lumberjack Editorial

By Luis Molina
Guest Columnist

Many students are unaware that a 19year-old woman was sexually assaulted in a
Redwood Park restroom on Friday afternoon.
Because the incident occurred on city
property, University Police Chief Tom Dewey
said it isn’t up to UPD to distribute flyers
around campus.
We at the Lumberjack disagree. On UPD’s
Web site it states that UPD’s responsibility is
to provide “a safe and secure environment”
for HSU students. Therefore it is UPD’s
responsibility to let students know that a
sexual predator may be roaming the streets of

RE“ country has a right
to be sovereign and im
pose rules on its citizenry. So the
U. S. government feels its right
to impose

BES

its rule on

territories

that don't conform to its views or
to lands that are mismanaged i.e.
Mexico, the South and the Middle East.

This conflicts with what it has
taught

Arcata.

While students could have read about
the incident in the newspaper, heard a brief
segment on the evening news, and even
viewed a composite sketch of the suspect,
UPD should not take it for granted that they
did.
Flyers should have been posted around
campus as soon as the crime was reported
to the Arcata Police Department, especially
in areas that are directly adjacent to the
Arcata Community Forest such as Creekview
Apartments and the Forbes Complex.
When an HSU student was sexually
assaulted in her car next to the library last
April, flyers were out within 48 hours.
Because the Friday incident occurred at
the beginning of a weekend—a time when
students like to party —it was essential
to student safety that they be notified of
what might have occurred in that restroom,
especially since the suspect hasn’t been
caught.
Dewey said his department is waiting for
the Arcata Police Department to approve a
university news release. What good is a news
release going to be for students now? What

Mexican troops on their side
fired on the approaching Ameri

the world

since the end of

cans;

the

Mexican-American

War

was started.
Much like the Cold War, Manifest Destiny is considered to be a
war-free chapter of American his
tory. Manifest Destiny, the reason
why Californians are American,
motivated Polk to offer to buy the
Mexican northern territories for
$5 million. Later on, he would up
it to $25 million.
The United States would

eR

sieite
A NM tA Nec

of WWII

the

United

the biggest set of cajones
world.

The

left ball was

had

in the

its econ-

omy, the right ball was the U.S.

World War II. Then again, this is
a country that once lived with a
doctrine of everybody is equal
except the slaves, this is a country
where you can come and accom
plish your dreams...not.
The Mexican-American War

this

is as forgotten as the Korean one,

Germans.

mostly because

economy could maintain

At the start of the war the
United States supplied Allies with
equipment, and most important

stant flow, even during times of
wars. The measuring stick of a ro
bust economy would be the Unit

chase and the Civil War, World
War II and the Cold War.
Thousands of Caucasians who

ly food. In all wars, troop nour

ed

gave up their religion and US.
citizenship revolted against their
Mexican government they had
just joined, In 1845, Texans seced

women

they were sand

wiched between events of greater

magnitude

—the Louisiana

Pur

ed from Mexico in a controversial
manner. Texicans kidnapped the

Mexican president, Santa Anna.
The

U.S.

Congress

accepted

the Texan annexation the same year.

been insulted by a similar offer
for the original colonies. Yet the
war was started and won by the
United

States and

Manifest

tiny. A century later the United
time

overseas

fighting

the

filled

went

and

the

remaining

at

the

workplace,

in

so the

its con

1952,

the

U.

S$

immigra

more

than

million people who came to
Northern America through the

but

there'weren't enough experianced

Bracero

workers.

ment officials made a lot of ex
cuses, but gave only one explana
tion: returning soldiers need jobs;
so they implemented “Operation

On Aug. 4,.1942, the United
States and Mexico agreed to the
Bracero program.

In its one-word

profile, the programs were noth

ment said it was the Rio Grande.
Either way, President James K.

programs.

Polk sent troops to the river banks of

halted the work on their land that

the

would feed their families so they
could pursue the illusion of a bet-

or the

nuances

of

program.

Wetback.”
Nowadays,

the

U.S.

Experienced Mexican farmers

What

U.S.

want to pick crops, be my guest.

ter life and better earning on the

Luis Molina

other side of the border.

Eureka

The Lumberjack
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Dear Editor,
I am

saddened

to hear

the loss of our former

How to reach the Forum section
-The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest col-

was a student?
While it is important that the university
maintain good ties with the city of Arcata,
in the interest of student safety, some things
must be jeopardized. Even though the recent
incident is Arcata’s case, because of its
proximity to campus, student safety should
come before professional courtesy.

umns

about

AS presi

dent, Tony Snow
It is a shame that our student
government is responsible for
such poor actions that led to his

cartoons.

resignation.

-Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words
and guest columns no more than 750 words.

I am

in full support

of all his ideas and positive plans
for change in the student body.
[ am sure many students feel
the same way and soon more will
realize what a good president

-Letters and guest columns will be edited for grammar
and spelling.
-Letters and guest columns must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday for next issue consideration.
-Letters from the same author will only be published every 30 days.

govern

about off-sourcing? You

migration and Naturalization Ser

if the suspect attacked again and this time it

govern

ment wants to build a wall along
the United States-Mexico border
under the name of national secu
rity and unemployment

these

vice was born.

or guest

United

the world,

on services deported

men

tricacies

menemenan

the

States.

In

to fight

Nueces River, while the U.S. govern

tect the border at all costs. The Im

poverty around

ishment is critical. While the ma

jority of the men

this guise

ton Wood programs and the do
mestic eradication of poverty. The
idea was centered on the rebuild
ing of Europe and eradication of

States found itself in another war,

ing more than a guest-worker
program. I won't go into the in

Grande. They had orders to pro

Under

States was able to cajole the Bret

Des

Mexico claimed the border was the

r

States

military. The penis was the Amer
ican worker.

have

weve

lost.

Rosa

aa

ie
canna BicaE

I will repeat myself: Mexicans
left their farms and their families
so they could pursue the illusion
of a better life and better pay on
the other side of the border.
The illusion and their origi
nal purpose play a central role in
life and its evolution. At the end

|

Seinor

Music

Corona
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Measure W

is about accountability

tions approaching, we at the Lumberjack are encouraging community members to submit columns

Elizabeth Mackay
Guest Columnist
am writing in response to Ste-

ven E. Schonfeld’s column regarding Measure W. He never ad-

dresses the actual measure, he only
attacks the proponents of the measure, yet again.

Measure W is actually written
very carefully to protect the citizens
of Arcata from any substances added to the public drinking water for
the purposes of treating the people,
not the water.
Measure W

is a safety mea-

sure,

by

With local’ and ‘nitional dec.

Measure W will continue to
protect the citizens of Arcata in the

event that the city council decides
that we all need some other form
of medication delivered via our
drinking water.
Its hard to imagine, but that’s
what is happened 50 years ago.
In 1956, four council members
decided to permit Arcata’s public drinking water to be medicated

By Jim Hight
Guest Columnist
ow many times have you
wished that you could
do more to help children living in
poverty? In this coming election,
Nov. 7, you'll have a chance to do

claims to treat the people, cannot
contain

view.

dentists who will take Medi-Cal

Measure W will set a standard
that will affect ANY substance with
health claims added to our water
to treat the people. In addition, the

or Healthy Families insurance.

backed

many

_peo-

health claims to treat the people,
must be approved by the FDA (the
EPA does notapprove medications).
2) Anysubstance added to Arcata’s

public drinking water with health
contaminants

that exceed

the California Public Health goals.
The FDA is the only organization
in our country that approves medi-

cations. Currently, the city is adding industrial grade sodium fluoride to our drinking water.
‘This substance is not approved
by the FDA, yet we are treating peo
ple with it. Since it is industrial-grade
and not pharmaceutical-grade, there
is a possibility that it contains con
taminants.

So, let's let the science begin. Let's
test the substance and find out if this
is something we should be ingesting,
or if it is not safe or effective.

substance cannot contain contam-

inants that exceed the California
Public Health goals.
So, let's find out where the flaws
really exist. If you want more in
formation regarding Measure W
please go to wwwarcatasafewater.org
I hope you will join me in vot
ing yes on Measure W.

something very important for Ar-

cata’s low-income children by voting to defeat Measure W.
Measure W would take fluoride out of Arcata’s water system,
and virtually every dentist and

public health expert in the county says this would result in an in-crease in tooth decay and a loss

for poor children in the town.
Like the rest of Humboldt
County, Arcata has a shortage of

“The county is facing a critical
shortage of dentists who will care

for low-income
children—children who are much more likely to
have tooth problems than those
from more affluent families” wrote
Emily Gurnon in the Aug. 20, 2002
“North Coast Journal.”

New patients at the clinics that
do serve low-income people have
waiting lists as long as 11 months,
according
to Gurnons _ story,
“Worlds of Pain.”

As Gurnon pointed out, un-

Elizabeth Mackay,

or letters on issues they feel are Hall East Room #6, Humboldt
most important. Send them in to
thejack@humboldt.edu., or snailmail to The Lumberjack, Nelson

Measure

without the vote of the people. We
have been ingesting an unapproved
sodium fluoride for half a century.
The substance we are being
medicated with is industrial grade
and not approved by the FDA. We
certainly can all agree that something as important as drinking water should have better safety measures than this.
Measure W_ doesnt specifically single out sodium fluoride,
although presently it is the one
substance that will come under re-

ple . of
this
community.
This is what Measure W, the Safe
Drinking Water Initiative says:
1) Any substance added to Arcatas public drinking water with

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

Arcata

W: Unsafe

State University, Arcata, CA, 95521.
Please keep it at 750 words or less.

for children

treated cavities can lead to a host
of other problems. Even for a
very young child, having bad or
missing teeth can take a devastating toll on self-esteem.
“Children with bad teeth often don't want to open their

People who are concerned
about the safety of fluoride—despite all the evidence that it is
safe—should install their own filters or buy bottled water, which
costs as little at $0.50 a gallon.
It is not right for them to im-

mouths

pose their concerns

to answer questions in

school or talk to classmates,” she
wrote, quoting a U.S. Surgeon
General's report.
Fluoridation of community
water began after World War II.

In the decades since, it has prevented cavities in millions of children. The Centers for Disease

on the rest

of the community, particularly
those who are most vulnerable
to tooth decay.
And don't be fooled by. Measure Ws deceptive wording,
which states that only substances
approved by the Food and Drug

Administration can be added to

Control and Prevention rank wa-

Arcata’s water.

ter fluoridation as one of the top
10 public health measures of the
last century.

oride or any chemical

“Fluoridation safely and inexpensively benefits both children
and adults by effectively preventing tooth decay, regardless of socloeconomic

status or access

to

care,’ states the CDC on its website.

‘The folks backing Measure W
are concerned about the safety of
fluoride in water. But decades of
testing and studies indicate fluo-

The FDA cannot approve fluused

in

community water systems; only
the Environmental Protection
Agency regulates water quality. If
Measure W passes, it would force

the city to stop fluoridation.
Measure W is labeled a “safe
drinking water” measure. But it
would actually make Arcata less
safe for low-income children by
taking a proven decay-prevention substance out of the water
supply.

ride is safe.

For more on these topics,
check out the website put together by dentists and public health
people who want to stop Measure
W: www.keepflouride.org

Jim Hight
Freelance

Journalist

Arcata

A cynical solution for the Middle East & The War on Terror
Kienan Parr

Guest Columnist
a

the news has reported that extremism is on

the rise in the Middle East. The National Intelligence Estimate from the defense department reports that
the United States and its allies are actually less safe from
terrorism than we were pre-9/11. Iraq is spiraling out of
control, Iran is starting to flex its muscles a little too much,

and the Taliban is re-establishing control over large areas
in Afghanistan.
Let's not lie to ourselves anymore, the current policy to
fight terror and rogue states is failing. Some are calling this
the beginning of a clash of two civilizations, and something
must be done immediately to stop potential catastrophes.

The question then is what should be done? Ihave an _answer that will benefit the United States and our allies, spark
economic growth and let the “Free World” sleep soundly

Granted, many innocent people will die, but this is war,
and war is hell. Besides, is anyone really losing sleep over
Hiroshima and Nagasaki nowadays? It got the job done,

didn't it?
Furthermore, this is a clash of civilizations and one has
always been up on the other. Back when Europe was in the
Dark Age and the Middle East was booming with arts and
scientific advancements, wouldn't the various monarchs
and caliphates, had the means been available, not hesitat-

ed in the least to level Europe if it could get them ahead
in the world? It’s nothing personal, but it’s a dog-eat-dog
world, and you have to do what’s necessary to stay on top.

Now, I’m sure many of you auto enthusiasts are asking
“What about the oil, man?” Well don't you worry, there’s a
solution for that problem too. With our prison industrial com
plex taking in more prisoners than it can house, it’s time
to start putting those prisoners to work. Send them into

at night.

the nuclear war zone and they can do all the dirty work of

Nuke the Middle East. Post haste we should start launching all of our unused war heads, large and small to the re
gion and lay the area to waste with atmospheric detona
tions. From Pakistan to Morocco, it should all be leveled.

drilling for oil to feed our insatiable thirst.

Since the area was laid to ruin with atmospheric detona
tions, the fall out won't be that bad. Yeah, probably a few will

die, but as the saying goes “Don't do the crime, if you can't do

the time.’ This will allow for free flowing
of oil to the rest of the
world without having to deal with all the sensitive geopolitics
of energy. The economic benefits would be unbelievable!
Granted, when that area starts to run dry, another form of
energy generation will need to be developed. The quest for al
ternative. energies is another generation's problem, not ours.
Having prisoners serving their time in a radioactive wasteland
is our answer.
Some people may say this solution is heartless and inhu
mane, but as mentioned previously, the War on Terror is being
lost. Invading two countries hasn't worked, so desperate times
call for desperate measures. I encourage every student here at
HSU to write to their elected representatives and the president
to advocate this solution. I know that with the support of the
people, our government is capable
of great leadership.

A college student who has the answers for everything,
Kienan
wee
teee
awa

Junior

Parr
»
ohh
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No to advocation of mass medication
By Lynda Comerate
Guest Columnist

The Nuremberg Code establishes the basis

hy do the opponents of Measure W
feel they have the right to advocate mass medication of the populace? Have
they asked citizens what they want? ‘The city

council certainly did not when they introduced fluoridation without the citizen’s vote
in the 1950s.
While toothpaste and dentifrices have
pharmaceutical grade fluoride, our water has
only refined industrial grade. All pharmaceutical products require formal licensing, quality control in manufacture, and safety testing,
and their administration to patients is covered by the code of ethics that are extremely demanding in their objective to protect the
patient.

Yet the government permits extremely toxic chemicals to be used as unlicensed
medicines without any such safety or medical
monitoring in administration. Medical substances should be tested for safety and should
comply with the regulatory standards applied
to the use of pharmaceutical products.
The Food and Drug Administration says,
“Fluoride when used in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in
man or animal, is a drug that is subject to FDA
regulations.”
Measure W simply asks that the FDA do the
science and approve this additive for safety. Why
don't the opponents of Measure W ask their Congress person to request the FDA to evaluate this
drug? Why do they pontificate on its virtues yet
refuse to put this issue to bed by asking the FDA
to evaluate it?
Measure W deals with any possible contaminates in the additive being required to meet California Public Health goals.
Arcata water may currently measure free of
arsenic, but a random batch testing by the nonprofit National Sanitation Foundation showed
that 40 percent of the batches had arsenic. Measure W puts the burden of testing these batches
for contamination on the industry, not Arcata

Pro Prop. 86
To the Editor:
The American Cancer Society,

the American Lung Association
and the American Heart Association ask all Humboldt and Del
Norte county voters to vote yes on

Proposition 86. Proposition 86 will
prevent 700,000 kids from starting
to smoke and save 300,000 lives.

Raising the tobacco tax by
$2.60 per pack will shift part of the
$8 billion that smoking costs Californians every year back to the tobacco industry and to people who

war

chance ta emobe
CHGS
(O STOR,

The funds will be used for emergency room care, nurse’ training,
children’s health insurance, medical research, and tobacco use cessation and prevention programs.

Dear Editor,

forced to bathe (skin absorption) and drink med-

involving human subjects. Research or medical procedures must be done with the voluntary cooperation of the subject, who must be
fully informed of the risks,and benefits of the
procedure in which they are involved.
Medical ethics unequivocally demands
that the wishes of the individual must take
precedence over actions imposed by the state,
unless there is a valid and wider public health
concern. I have never been informed of the
risks involved in this practice of mass medication of the population. Has anyone else?
The idea of medical intervention by the
state seems less than altruistic to me. Those
who choose not to have their dental caries
treated present no public health risk to the
state, so the imposition of mass medication
seems dictatorial and undemocratic.
Mass medication is imposed on the whole
population, regardless of the medical conditions of the individual.
Does this practice of indiscriminant medication take into account the sources of the
medication in processed foods (fluoride is
used in pesticides and the water used to process many foods)?
What dose are we getting and who is monitoring our dosage and reaction? How can

icated water at dosages unknown to me?
Since the right to medical treatment includes

As an alumnus of HSU
and a teacher of English, |

the right to refuse medical treatment, it is a gross

wanted to attend the “FES-

a person

who

is sensitive to the medication

avoid the exposure? Should an infant get the
same dose as an adult?
Physicians must act with care and competence and pay careful attention to the needs
of each patient. Mass medication of patients
without any of the fundamental precautions
and protections that medical ethics demands
from qualified physicians seems inherently
risky and flagrantly prejudiced.
Technicians with no medical qualifications
and/or clinical experience are administering the
treatment we are being subjected to.

As a registered nurse, I had to study for six
years to earn my Bachelor's of Science to administer medications safely. What education
does this technician have? Why do they use a

No new bureaucracies or enti-

tlements will be created. Funds will

be used to strengthen existing and
proven anti-smoking and health
programs. Strict safeguards and
audits are included to ensure that
funds go only where voters intend.
You will see $100 million worth
of the tobacco industry's distortions
and untruths about Proposition 86
on television and in your mailbox.
That's how much they will spend to
protect their profits as they attempt
to defeat Proposition 86.
There are 13 propositions on
the ballot right now and Proposition 86 is simple , vote yes to protect our children and to save lives.

Lin Glen

this product into our drinking water? Why am I

of all modern medical research and treatment

hazmat (hazardous materials) suit to administer

citizens.

Pretty Clever

;

American
Cancer Society Volunteer
Blue Lake

violation of my individual rights and those accorded to everyone.
The American Medical Association defines
consent as “The patient must be put in a position,

through the use of terms he or she can understand, to weigh up the necessity or usefulness of
the aim and methods of the intervention against
its risks and the discomfort or pain it will cause.”
No technician or state official has ever informed me of the risks/benefits of this mass
medication. The state should not have power to
take upon itself the right to make such decisions
for me or you. How are our rights of consent being enforced?
The opponents of Measure W frequently use
the “poor children” as an emotional hook in the
debate of mass medication. Has the opposition
asked the parent if the child should be medicated? Will mass medication take care of poverty
or a lack of education about sanitation and eating whole foods? Will mass medication improve
the child’s brushing techniques or lack thereof?
Why do the opponents of Measure W state that
poor kids without medicated water have more
cavities, yet fail to mention that dental fluorosis
(mottling) is just as unsightly and damaging to a
child’s self esteem?
I hope that the students at HSU will think
long and hard about their choices in life and in
this election.
Loosing our choice to regulate what goes
into our own bodies is a highly valued right and
when state sponsored medical intervention and
health care via mass medication of the water supply comes up for a vote, I hope they will vote yes
for Safe Drinking Water, and a yes vote on Mea-

not. I just don’t think I am|
clever enough.
Maybe I will attend next
year, if one of my acronyms
is selected as the new title

of the conference.

Here

are a few possibilities:

WEED: Wonderful English Education Demonstration
DOPE: Diverse
tunity
Program

Oppor(about)

English
.REEFER: Regional English Education Forum, Exploring Rigor
NUGGET:Northern Unity Gathering (of)
Gifted English Teachers
Yes, yes, I know we live
in Humboldt County, but

does everything have to be

a reference to marijuana or
grass?”
Having said that, it oc-

curs to me that the orga-

inizers may have completely
missed the drug reference.
I’m not sure how I feel
about that. Do I want them
to be too stupid or merely
sophomoric?
Which further begs the

question of what message

sure W.

www.doubleefco.uk
www. keeper-of-the-well.org

Lynda Comerate, RN, BSN, PHN
Arcata
ucts obviously in some cases contains

Dear Edttitor,

I believe as a spokesperson for passage of Measure W that voters need to
take this back to basics. Basics like, why
do fluoride toothpaste tubes on one isle
of the supermarket have poison warnings on them and yet on the other isles
the food products and even bottled water
don't have such warnings
when some of
them contain fluoride?
One says dont swallow and the others either dont say any thing or by omission say its ok to do so? Why does the
FDA govern toothpaste and yet not the
addition or existence of fluoride in other
food products, even when they do con-

fluoride in it and it is expensive to take it
out, if forced to do so. So all bases are covered by keeping the FDA out. If it’s there,

fluoride in the water used, they're covered
and if not they're covered.
Directly relating to our drinking water supply in Arcata the obvious position
of the FDA in regard to fluoride would
be somewhere in the same ballpark as its
position on use in toothpaste.
It is at least dangerous regardless of
dosage level and may not be allowable
since they say dontt swallow it at allon the
toothpaste tubes. If you do, the advice is
to call a poison prevention center.

it

The dain thai they have no jurisdic-

comes to the food we eat and medicine
we ingest?
What does this have to do with the
drinking water supply? This water supply

tion on fluoride matters is at least questionable since they govern it on the supermarket shelf with toothpaste and
since it isintended to be an enhanang

trol just about everything dse when

CUE” conference, but I did

used in production of these food prod-

are we sending to our students though our actions?
Matt Levesque

Class of ‘02
Arcata
They already cover all other such health
enhancers, so why not this one?
Measure W will help answer all these
questions
about the current additive fluoride.
A second great part of the measure is that it
will also establish criteria for safety should

anyone get the idea to add something ese,
like a vaccine
or whatever
Last, and certainly not least, it will set aiteria for safety regardless of source of supply.
Thisbeing
the aty, an agent contracted
by the
ty or a private supplier This is a future issue
Justnow coming into view.

Insummary,|
suggest its better to answer
these simple questions and put in safeguards

rather than get into confusing scientific research debates that have gone Gn for 50 years
with no resolution. We dont need experts to

understand
the obvious, in. my opinion.
Jim Tobin
Arcata

at
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11 Wednesday

11 Wednesday

CO-OP. Member appreciation day in Eureka and Arcata.
Save 10 percent storewide.

Dance. “Purple,” with DJs
J-Sun and Dub Cowboy. 21+

Indigenous Peoples’ Week.
Aztec Dancers at 1 p.m. on the

10 p.m. Red Fox Tavern 415

Kayak Festival. Paddlefest
from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Parade,

Quad, HSU.

Kayak Festival. Paddlefest
from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Parade,

live music, food, booths, and
demos. Halvorsen Park, Eureka
Waterfront. Contact www.hum-

live music, food, booths, and
demos. Halvorsen Park, Eureka
Waterfront. Contact www.hum-

boldtpaddlefest.com.

boldtpaddlefest.com.

5th Street, Eureka. $2. Contact
www.theredfoxtavern.com.

Indigenous Peoples’ Week.

“For Indigenous Eyes Only,’ with
Malson Sherman at 12 p.m. Lan-

Friday

14 Saturday

CCAT Presents. Volunteer

Day from 10 a.m.-7 p.m. CCAT
Live Music. Bucho performs
funk, r&b and hip hop at 10 p.m.

guage Panel at 1 p.m. Cultural Appropriation & Intellectual

tour at 2 p.m. Jenkins House 99,
HSU.

$7. Humbrews, 856 10th Street,

Property Rights at 2 p.m. Native

Free Film.
Festival holds
nie Darko at 8
East, Goodwin

Arcata. Contact 826-2739.

Success, with Vince Feliz, MSW,
at 3:30 p.m. All events in the
Kate Buchanan Room, HSU.

Live Jazz. $2 pints of beer
and music at 9 p.m. Muddy Waters, 1603 G Street, Arcata. Contact 826-2231.

National Queer Day. Fair
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Quad, HSU.
Community Reception at 6 p.m.
Contact

Live Orchestra. Humboldt
Symphony at 8 p.m. Fulkerson
Recital Hall, HSU. Contact 826-

Indigenous Peoples’ Week.
Leadership for the 21st Century
at 12 p.m. Nor. Cal. stick games
discussion at 2:30 p.m., both in
the Kate Buchanan Room, HSU.
Indigenous Peoples of Latin

jlg15@humboldt.edu.
Economic Fuel Event. Hum
boldt County Student Business
Challenge from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Students may pick up registra
tion packets for competition.
Kate Buchanan Room, HSU.

America

with

Founders

artsarcata.com

Contact www.
or 822-4500.

opens election headquarters dur
ing Arts! Arcata from 6-9 p.m.,

111, HSU.

No cover. Contact 444-2017.

tet performs bluegrass at 10 p.m.
Humbrews, 856 10th Street,

826-2739.

Arcata. Contact 826-2739

Live Music.

Jonz

Absinth

Quin

Live Music. Deadwood

Re

and Micah 9. Mazzoti’s, 773 8th

Repertory Theatre presents “The

vival performs country bluegrass

Street, Arcata.

Ladies of the Camellias,” at 8

door. Contact 822-1900.

at 9 p.m. Muddy Waters, 1603 G
Street, Arcata. Contact 826-2231.

p.m. thru Saturday. $12 general, $10 students/seniors. 300
5th Street, Eureka. Contact 442NCRT.

$12 advance/ $15

Dance. House DJ’s at 8:30
p.m. Muddy Waters, 1603 G

Email the Calendar
Girl!

Street, Arcata. Contact 826-2231.

—

TOYOTA

etabwilson@yahoo.com
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Just
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* Clutches « Engine Overhauls

MAZOA

>HONDA

* Electrical Repairs
* Cooling Systems

AUTOMOTIVE
822 -3770
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entrance

Activism.

at

off Young Lane in Manila. Fol
low

p.m.

to parking

lot.

Symphony

sat

quality

SERVIC

friendly

service

E

—>

Join the

Contact

Femicide!

“Justice

Tour,” at

Goodwin

Hall East,

Live Orchestra.

Wheels

for Women on ‘The Boarder/Stop

10 a.m.,

the

signs

Club. Green

to car

pool. Or meet at the Ma-le’l
south

Monday

meets at 5 p.m. South
Lounge,
HSU. Contact www.humboldt.
edu/~wheels/.

Dunes Restoration. Help re
move invasive European beach
grass. Meet at the Arcata High

Forum,

12:30

Nelson

HSU.

Live Music.

Humboldt

Dark

Star

Or

chestra performs at 9 p.m.

performs at 8 p.m.

zoti’s, 77 3 8th

HSU.

Street,

Maz

Arcata.

$25.

Contact www.passionpresents.
com,

Live Music. The John How
land Trio performs pop rock at
10 p.m. Humbrews, 856 10th
Street, Arcata. Contact

Open Mic. 8:30 p.m. at Hum
brews, 856 10th Street, Arcata.
Contact 826-2739.

826-2739.

Live Music. The Rubberneck
ers perform bluegrass at 9 p.m.
Muddy Waters, 1603 G Street,
Arcata. Contact 826-2231.

17 Tuesday
Economic

Rockers. Mazzoti’s, 773 8th
822-1900.

Live Music. Que La Chinga
band, and Leopold and his Fiction perform at The Alibi, 744
9th Street, Arcata. $4.

Fuel Event.

Learn

all about marketing at 6 p.m. Sci
ence B 135, HSU.

Live Music. Crown City
Street, Arcata. Contact

<>

* Brokes

EDWOOD

Live Music. Shellshag and
Henpecker perform at The Alibi,
744 9th Street, Arcata. $5.

insula Drive, Manila. Contact

Fulkerson Recital Hall,
Contact 826-3928.

Live Music.
Compost Mountain Boys at 10 p.m. Humbrews,
856 10th Street, Arcata. Contact

Live Music. Sunspot
Theater. The North Coast

$3 Humbrews, 856 10th Street,
Arcata. Contact 826-2739.

444-1397,

Theatre. “The Ladies of the
Camellias.” See Wednesday’s list
ing.

son Hall East 116, HSU. ¢ ontact
www.humboldt.edu/~rsclub/.

G Street, Arcata. Contact 8262231

alternative lifestyles at 10 p.m.

444-1397.

Dunes

Sunday

Dance. Club Confessions for

Guided Walk. “Birds of the
Dunes” with docent Rob Hewitt.
Meet at 10 a.m. at the Manila
Community Center, 1611 Pen-

parking lot at 9:30 a.m.
Open House. Dave Meserve

upstairs from Plaza Design.

Live Jazz. Music and $2 pints
at 9 p.m. Muddy Waters, 1603

Farmers Market. From 9
a.m.-2 p.m. with live music by
Falling Rock at 10 a.m. Arcata
Plaza.

HSU

Arts! Arcata.

HSU Club. Religious Stud
ies Club meets at 5:30 p.m. Nel

Dance. Girls Night Out
with DJ Walter Lee at the Pearl
Lounge, 507 2nd Street, Eureka.

15

3928.

M.E.X.A. at 7 p.m.

Hall

Humboldt Film
screening of Donp.m. Nelson Hall
Forum, HSU.

Contact 826-4113.

12 Thursday

and performance at 8 p.m. Bottom of the J, HSU.

13

Open Mic. Big Pete's Pizzeria
at 7 p.m. 1504 G Street, Arcata.
Contact 826-1890.

Dance. Itchy Fingaz plays
party classics at 10 p.m. Humbrews, 856 10th Street, Arcata.
Contact 826-2739.

Electronics!
Computer ide
Mixers, Mics, Cables,

Software & Advice... x ,
Brands: Tascam, Shure,’
M-Audio, Mackie, Audio
Technica Korg, Boss,
Alesis and more...

aD t. Arcata, (A 822-264

M-F 10:30-6-30 Sun 12-4

LASSIFIED
TIN CAN MAILMAN BUYS
BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS
for cash or trade credit. Huge se-

HSU AA MEETINGS are tem-

MAZDA

porarily moving to Nelson Hall

CONV.,

East for September through November. Call 822-1758 for more
information. Marijuana anony-

lection, open daily. Corner of 10th
& H Arcata 822-1307

mous

meets

every

Wednesday

444-9739. You will have fun if you
buy this car!!!

LOT:

NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS FOR MEETING INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 4448645

JEANS! JEANS! JEANS! All
$4.99/pair. 501’s Wrangler, Levi
Strauss, Eddie Bauer, etc. Pants,
shorts, skirts, over-alls, jackets.
Kids, maternity, adult, most sizes, many: colors. St. Vincent de
Paul Thrift Store, 528 2nd St.

ACROSS

STANTON’'S

RESTAURANT

CA$H

Relief for sports, auto. and stress
related
injuries and imbalances. Jan

5 pm.

Dooley,

D.C.

and

FAST!

822- 9171.
COMPONENT
STEREO
SYSTEM‘Technics,
Pioneer,
Sansui, KLH- excellent for classical or acoustic music- $395 com-

CHECKS

Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan,

Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines
and many more countries.

OK!

All other types too!

Put your
Orlandi Valuta Services

classified here.

plete. Sevylor inflatable two-person boat (shaped like kayak) with

$175. Alltrade

Open Monday-Friday
10-6 * Saturday 10-3
1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

Call 826-3259.

$95. Allen

444-9739

Providing the BEST selection of Asian
products, ingredients and imports.

EASY!

PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND

Lorna

Skrine, D.C. 912 Tenth St., Arcata.

table saw with stand-

FROM

GENTLE HOLISTIC
CHIROPRACTIC
= CARE.

Old Town Eureka. Open Monday through Saturday, 10 am till

oars and pump-

= MX5

mech. cond. All service records.
Teal blue/green exterior. Beautiful inside and out. $7400. Allen

night 7-8pm in HSU Annex room

-_-‘ForSale

MIATA

1997. Only 63K mi. Exc.

NOW CARRYING A WIDE VARIETY
OF MEXICAN FOOD PRODUCTS
>www.asiamarketcentral.com

a ve Shop
Wine Bar
This

Live eo

Friday & Saturday

Week:

3:00

- 9:00 PM

-

Duncan Burgess

Friday, October

13"

* 6-9

PM

During Arts Arcata

Locally Produced & International Wines
Mead, Kegs, Imported Beer & Microbrew Sake

©

8th Street on the Plaza, Arcata * 825- 7596
A Community Gathering Space Dedicated
To Sustainability And Conscious Evolution

4

RAMON

|

.

Bakery

4

er

E S
Cafe

Welcome

Space Avail. For:

Tues: 2:00 Living Food Potluck
Wed: 7-8:30 Kundalini Yoga

Yoga, Healing Arts, Music

Freshly Roasted Coffee

Classes, Workshops,

Espresso « Cookies « Pastries

w/ Ajeet

Thurs: 10:30-Noon African

Childrens Activities,
Gatherings & More...

Truffles « Cakes + Bread
Wedding &

Organic Vegan Raw Cafe & Market

Students!

Pastries « Desserts

Breakfast

featuring an

Also

Specialty Cakes

Offering:

Wholesale
uyersersClu
Buy

Catering * LUNCHES:

Drumming w/ Malick

Sat:All Day Brunch Special
Sun: 4-5:30 Capoeira
w/ Raven

Club

Bring ig In ThisAd

Receive $1.00 Off

Sandwiches, Soups e> Salads
OPEN

Mon. - Sat.

DAILY

Next Juice/ Smoothie

Noon-6pm
SIX

LOCATIONS

TO CHOOSE

FROM:

At Wildberries Marketplace, Arcata - 826-1088
en Ntei)
McKinleyville Shopping Center - Re
Drive-Thru

on Hwy.

101 at N Street in Eureka -

2223 Harrison Ave., Eureka - 442-1336
209 E St., Eureka + 445-2923
At Pierson’'s in Eureka - 476-0401
RAMONESBAKERY.COM

410 Railroad Ave., Blue Lake
(707) 668-1781

www.greenlifefamily.com
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